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Editorial Perspectives

T

here are so many things swirling around in my mind
right now as I contemplate what I should include in
this editorial. Lots has been happening to give a shape and
a scope to the future of Groundwaters. First, I want to
mention the passing of one of our most beloved and consistent poet/contributors. Elizabeth Tyler Brown quietly
passed away on June 8, 2009 at the age of 92. Her voice
will be missed, but we still have some of her poems that
we have not yet published and, with her family’s permission, we will continue to include them (see page 26).
In case you haven’t noticed our ad on this page, we
have published a 2-volume set of The Best of
Groundwaters’ Poetry in chapbook format. These books
are being used not only as a fund-raiser to help offset the
cost of our new commercial printer, but to promote
Groundwaters and show people what we can do if any of
you want us to put your own poems, recipes, short stories,
etc. in booklet form. If you’re interested, contact us for a
price quote. These chapbooks make wonderful, inexpensive gifts for family and friends and we hope that you will
help us sell and promote them. For more information about
the books and a listing of the 24 poets whose writings are
included in each volume, check out our website at

Our Readers Write
To the Groundwaters Family ~
Thank you for keeping the written word alive. We
are most honored that our paths have crossed and
we shall all journey together.
Groundwaters is rooted in us all and for that, we are
most thankful.
Literally yours,
Linda and Bridgett Johnson-Elliott

The Best of

Groundwaters Poetry
Vol 1 & 2

http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Poetry_chapbook_ad.html.

We just completed another grant application in hopes
of obtaining more funding for not only some of our operating expenses, but to institute some of the visions we have
for the future of Groundwaters, too. In this economy, we
are not sure of our chances for obtaining additional funding, but if we do, we hope to begin sponsoring some writing contests and a couple of high school scholarships for
young writers. Another project we hope to institute soon
is a school outreach program to help encourage young
writers to practice their skills. To those of you who are
published authors, we may be calling on you to take part
in some of these school visitations!
We spent a wonderful Memorial Day weekend at Chateau Lorane Fine Art and Wine Festival in Lorane. For
me, it was fun spending time at the authors’ tables with so
many of our Groundwaters contributors and published
authors who participated. Book sales were not too brisk
for most who were selling books, but the days were warm
and sunny on the lake and we had lots of browsers. Most
of all, the company and camaraderie were fantastic!
Our blog was down for awhile recently while we
switched it over to our own website. I apologize to those
of you who have been faithfully reading it. We’re back
on-line now and I’m playing “catch-up.” Be sure to check
out Judy’s feedback on the last issue. I think those of you
who contributed to it will be quite pleased with her remarks! http://groundwaterspublishing.com/blog/
pe
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On Sale
Now!

The publishers of Groundwaters Magazine have produced a 2-volume set of poetry written by 24 of
its most popular contributors. These chapbooks
are being used to raise funds to reimburse the costs
of the new printer used to publish the magazine.
Order your copies now!! They make great gifts!

2- Volume Set / $10.00
Individual books / $6.00 each
(plus $2.50 postage for up to 3 books; add 50 cents
postage for each additional book)
Send checks or money orders to: Groundwaters Publishing, LLC, P.O. Box 50, Lorane, OR 97451

The Philosopher’s Corner

Things, they are a’changin…
As perceived by Jimminy Cricket

I

n my talks and writings, I have long used the image of a
coin as a metaphor for the stuff of life. That image has
served me well, illustrating the simple fact that we always
have choices – that we must continually make choices.
The coin has two sides and no matter what side you look
at, there is always another side to see. Life, I think, is like
that… no matter what we see happening, there is more to
it than we now see; there is another side to be seen and
understood. No matter what the feeling of a moment, there
is another way to feel about “what is;” another way to react and to act. In whatever the situation, I have been fond
of saying, ‘There are no one-sided coins.”
This last week I experienced a new perception of the
coin, seen it in a new light, came to a new thought about
the analogy. I have long held to an image of the coin’s two
sides representing both the idea of choice and the idea of
opposites – heads or tails, good or bad, right or wrong,
forward or backward. A few days ago, I encountered a new
teacher who cast things in a different light. He spoke in
the beginning of the “Law of Three,” and used the basic
atomic structure to illustrate his point. The atom is made
up of three main particles: the electron, proton and neutron. The electron exhibits a negative force, the proton, a
positive force. The neutron is… neutral. The dynamics of
the atomic structure change or fluctuate; the proton becomes negative and the electron, positive and this switch
is an ongoing process. The one constant, the unifying force
within it all is the neutron. Without the neutron, the two
otherwise separate particles accomplish little. The purpose,
the energy, the potential of becoming something exists only
within the whole. I am brought back to the image of the
coin and its two sides and the realization that the two sides
cannot exist without a center. Upon reflection, I see that
the sides of the coin have no independent value. You cannot purchase something with only the heads or the tails of
a coin, only the whole coin has any real value.
As I have thought of heads and tails as a representation of right and wrong, compelling me to choose one or
the other, I realize now that like the atom, the two sides
constantly switch energies. What I see as positive is, from
another perspective, negative. Viewed in the light of a different understanding, the negative becomes a positive. The
awareness that is evolving in this ol’gray head is that the
value and usefulness of a thing, or a thought, lies only
within embracing the whole and not in resolutely attaching one’s self to one side or the other.
We have long been taught to choose sides, to take a
stand on one side of a line or the other. Is it not perhaps

time for a new perspective? We have a pocket full of
coins… loose change. Yah, loose CHANGE. Perhaps our
choice, the only choice that will bring the wanted change
into our life experience is not within clinging to the onesided perception of the right or wrong of the coin we hold
in our hand or mind, but rather in choosing another whole
coin. Reach into your pocket, handbag or cookie jar and
grab onto a new coin and discover the many ways it can be
spent. Sometimes (most times) we need more change –
one coin one change is not enough, we must put together a
combination of whole coins to pay for what we want, simply choosing one side or the other of any one or any onesided combinations simply will not – does not – work to
our overall benefit.
Well, my friends, that is what’s rattling around “up
there” in this moment. There seems to be an evolution of
thoughts and awareness going on, at least that is my perception. That is one combination of the coins in my pocket
full of change. What is in your pocket?
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

LIGHT and light
LIGHT! it encompasses all of life.
We could not live without it.
Nothing exists except in LIGHT.
Eyes see sunlight.
Hearts feel the LIGHT that is love.
Minds know the LIGHT that is thought.
Bodies need sunlight to thrive and the dark to rest.
Without rest, our bodies could not live.
Daylight warms us and our hearts are happy.
Without daylight, the work we came to do would not get done.
The lessons we came to learn would not be learned.
But the LIGHT is life itself!
Every cell is made with LIGHT.
A man, a rock, a tree, a bird, a blade of grass.
The moon, a star, the air, the earth, the water, the fire.
All made with LIGHT.
This is the LIGHT that eyes see in other eyes.
This is the LIGHT that warms our heart when we see a
newborn baby.
This is the LIGHT that lights our face when we feel
happiness and joy.
This is the LIGHT that fills our eyes with tears for the
beauty of a sunset.
This is the LIGHT that made love and it is LOVE that made
this LIGHT.
This is the LIGHT of the ONE, the LIGHT that unites us ALL!
~ Virginia Vandehey
Born in Beaverton, Oregon, I was raised primarily by my grandparents.
My husband and I lived in the mid-Willamette Valley until 1998, when
we moved to Montana to be close to our son. My husband passed away
a few months ago after a long illness and now the arts of writing,
painting and sewing help to fill the hours.
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Zebrafish: Genetics Researchers’
Latest Love

A Light Exercise
By Judy Hays-Eberts
In the Fall of 2004, contributors to the first issue of Groundwaters
were invited to a meeting at the Fern Ridge Library. A Light Exercise
was written for those who attended. ...Now we can look at it in the light
of what was birthed by those who shared their own. jh-e

I

magine that each of us is holding a light of some sort – a
candle, a lantern, etc. – and we’re scattered to all the
places we live. Imagine me standing in the library, like a
small beacon, as a symbol for Groundwaters. And, when
each person contributes, you join me with your own light.
What, do you imagine, is the effect when all join me?
We’re still individuals, but we create one bigger,
brighter light that others can see. As they come near it, and
perhaps join us, a significant area becomes ‘enlightened,’
merely by everyone coming together.
Imagine, too, that as each of us nears another, each
individual light shines just a bit brighter, the closer we get.
What is the effect to this ‘community of light’? What is
the effect, from a distance? Even if I, the original spark,
flared to attract the attention of others, am I truly responsible for the end results? Or, is it merely everyone’s choice
to focus our light together, that creates the greater brightness?
Can you see what makes a community?

Those of you who used to mourn the fate
of mice need deplore no more. Of late
they’ve been usurped – as well as the fruit fly
and some invertebrate worms – by
a striped little fish from the Ganges ’ banks
for which lab workers will ever owe thanks.
One, overheard, as he stared at some tanks:
“How we love you; let me count some ways:
You’re non-sticky and multiply by k’s
also you do it in about 3 days.
(for a mouse, remember, it’s twenty one)
and we can watch till it’s all done.
Hooray for your transparency!
Plus you lay eggs externally.
and, like us, you’ve a backbone, too!”
Carried away, he was observed to coo,
“.. wish you knew how much we love you.”

*******
Let’s doff our hats to Streisinger, too, who
brought this fish from India to benefit you.
~ Jean Marie Purcell
(Inspired by an article by Pat Edwards, “The Wonder of It All...
Zebrafish Research: A Clear View of Life’s Beginnings.” Volume 5
Issue 3, Spring 2009)

To Feed My Soul
The warmth of a summer breeze soaks into my body,
filling me up after the cold winter.
You brush my arm; I gaze into your beautiful eyes,
and I melt.
Settling back into your warm embrace, I close my eyes.
It’s so safe here.
Bells... wind chimes dance in ever-changing harmony
opening my heart.
My children’s laughter and splashing in a warm pool.
At night, thousands of brilliant stars
shine through the inky sky.
I feel so small, insignificant.
I savor each moment with a heightened awareness that
thrills,
and calms me at the same time.
I asked the Angels why I am here today,
now, in this wonderful place.

http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Purcell.htm

May the Fourth Be With You
When writing a verse patriotical
It’s easy to become zealotical.
With the flags waving madly
And folks cheering gladly
It’s a feeling that’s close to erotical.
Three cheers for the red, white and blue.
As it comes down the broad avenue
Be sure to salute.
Show that you give a hoot.
It’s a privilege we all must pursue.

Suddenly I know.
~ Carol Long
I'm a middle-aged Mom, over 50. My daughter and I and our dog too,
of course, are travelers, settled in Oregon for about 2 years now. To
me so far, Oregon, seems to be about "liquid light."
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~ Carolyn Carney
July 2008
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Carney.htm

Just Another Day
A gentle breeze caresses the old cabin
sitting on the bank of Slaughter Creek.
Peering through the window, Father
eyes the dry, rustling grass in the meadow
as cries of laughter echo from the children
who are busily harnessing the plow to the oxen.
The field lies unbroken for plow and oxen
as Mother prepares hot cakes in the cabin.
She moves to the door and calls her children
who have left the oxen for a cool drink from the creek.
The sun catches the golden browns of the meadow
as another workday begins for Father.
“Would you say the blessing on the food, Father?”
Mother asked as she heard the bellowing of the oxen.
“Today, I am painting a portrait of the meadow
and the trees surrounding our rustic cabin.”
“Can we spend the day playing in the creek
and then help Father with the chores?” pleaded the children.
The parents glanced at each other and winked at the children.
“The plowing must be done today,” exclaimed Father
while there’s ample water running in the creek.
Soon the plow, being pulled by the oxen,
was busily digging the field not far from the cabin
surrounded by acres and acres of virgin meadow.
Mother was busily setting up her easel in the meadow
hearing the delighted voices of her children
emanating from the interior of the cabin.
In the distance “Gee” and “Haw” were heard from Father
as over the newly broken sod he guided the oxen.
Soon the laughter of the children could be heard at the creek.
The sun danced merrily off the ripples in the creek
while the breeze played a pleasant tune in the grass on the
meadow.
With heads bent low, the cool spring air refreshed the oxen,
and the trees provided shade for the children.
“’Tis almost noon and dinner will be nice,” mused Father
as he watched his wife head for the cabin.
As he unharnessed the oxen, he called to the children
who came bounding from the creek to cross the meadow
to join their mother and father for a satisfying dinner in their
cabin.
~ Jim Miller
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/MillerJim.htm

Vision
By Carolyn Carney

A

s I sat at the table after breakfast, chin on my chest,
eyes closed, in a restful mode, thinking of nothing in
particular, I became aware of movement behind my closed
lids. It was like clouds of vapor rolling toward the center
and forming a mouth of sorts through which the vapor disappeared. As I watched, the movement reversed and the
clouds began rolling out. There was no color – just light
and dark. I watched for a while as the vapor-like clouds
kept changing direction and form. It was really very pleasant. After a bit, a beautiful purple color appeared, rolling
from bottom to top in waves — another and then another.
The color was lovely. Soon the purple disappeared and a
vibrant blue appeared but only in splotches tinged with bright
green and orange. I tried covering one eye, still closed, to
see if there would be a change and indeed there was. The
covered eye reflected a subdued orange, nothing more, while
the kaleidoscope continued in the uncovered eye but only
for a second or two and then went totally to black. I tried
covering the other eye. Still only the subdued orange. As I
write, I close my eyes again and see only a reddish-orange
ball of color right in the middle but I am in a different room,
in a different light and in a different state of mind.

Ye Merrie Greenwood Faire
Shakara, the albino boa constrictor
oozes her yellow and white self
in her caregiver’s arms. Her tongue,
lightning flicker on proffered hands.
Down the path, a bejeweled iguana named Gilda
rides a biker’s studded black shoulder
as he decides between Twelfth Night
from the bleachers or a snow cone.
My ten-year-old grandniece, Sara,
has made her own jerkin and shirt,
sharing the sewing machine with her mom
who transformed the green tablecloth
into a hooded cape which falls perfectly
just an inch above Sara’s Nikes.
This young jouster-in-waiting is happiest
brandishing her wooden sword and swirling the cape,
wandering the dusty paths amid two-day
Northwest Elizabethans, somewhere between
the Society for Creative Anachronism
and puberty.
~ Quinton Hallett
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Hallett.htm
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Snakes, Crayfish and Rats
By D.J. Barber
June, 1960
am three-and-a-half years old. Summer recess had just
begun and my older brothers Edward and Kenny were
at home and sprawled on the floor in front of that white
metal cart that held our TV. It had been my custom at this
hour of the afternoon to watch Krazy Kat on channel 3.
However, my brothers were planted like a couple of potatoes with the dial of the TV tuned to channel 6. Moreover,
they were about to watch that show with the dumb puppet
and stupid cowboy.
Brusquely, I made Kenny and Edward aware of my
usual custom; but they balked, and being quite a bit larger
than I am, won the point. That stupid puppet with the dumb
cowboy remained on the TV set. I was a bit grumpy about
missing Krazy Kat, and not wanting to be with my brothers, I decided that I would take a respite in the backyard.
Departing the living room, I toddled through the hall, and
entered Mom’s bedroom.
Mom had been sick these past few days and was in
bed. Lying on her side, she faced the doorway, looking
very sad. Some years later I discovered that she had miscarried and was distraught at the loss. Mom listened to my
dilemma, (missing Krazy Kat) and granted permission for
me to go out into the backyard. “But don’t get all dirty!”
she admonished.
Leaving her there teary-eyed, I proceeded into the hallway, walked past the washer and dryer that sat side-byside, skipped through the living room, not listening to that
dumb puppet talk, and slid into the kitchen.
My father was there, sitting at the metal table, in one
of those chromey-looking chairs with vinyl seat covers. I
knew it wasn’t Sunday, because I didn’t have to wear those
stiff gray pants with pockets so small that I couldn’t even
put my hands into them. My father worked every day except Sunday, but I figured he was home because Mom was
sick.
During the winter I had been sick once, and he had
held me upside-down while I threw-up into the toilet so I
figured, if he needed to, he’d hold Mom upside-down over
the toilet. Dad had that old no-good toaster on the table in
front of him. It was all pulled apart and the solder gun
smoked its acrid smell as he reattached some broken bit.
Dad gave me a glancing smile as I passed. A heavy wooden
door that was all glass on the top half was open since it
was warm outside. I pushed through the screen door and
onto the cement slab that ran along the back of the house
and then the screen slammed behind me. “Don’t slam the
door!” my father called out. And I wouldn’t have, but for
that big spring that pulled the door making it slip out of
my tiny hand. Feeling rebuked, I walked away from the

I
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house and down into the backyard. My father’s shed sat to
the left; a small square building, made of used two-byfours and old wood planks which had been the bane of my
young existence. Once I stepped on a nail by the shed and
had to go to the hospital to get a tetanus shot in my butt.
Another time I was stung by one of the blue wasps that
built mud nests in the eaves of the small shed. I wanted to
catch one, but its sting hurt terribly. Mom soaked my hand
in Epsom salts ‘til it was all wrinkly.
I’ve stayed away from that shed ever after since it has
brought me so much pain. (Hand, Butt and Foot!) I’d come
to the conclusion that those blue wasps must like old junky
wood, the kind my father’s shed was made from, but I never
shared that musing with anyone before.
About halfway down the yard a small hill drops about
three feet; a place where we had a great time during the
winter with our sleds. Further on, at the back edge of the
yard, is a stream. I sauntered down the hill, it’s small, but
at my size once down there I couldn’t see the back of the
house any longer, only the roof and the chimney. Standing
at the stream’s edge, I noted its narrow width and shallow
depth. As many others do, this stream had a long Indian
name, but everyone just called it, ‘the crick’.
Over to my right, in the neighbors’ yard, a great oak
tree had fallen in a storm over the winter. A huge sideways
stump with dirt-clumped roots was all that remained. Some
men had cut the downed tree up and carted away the pieces.
Over on the roots, which stood at least a mile high by my
standards, I saw a garter snake. Hopping over, I grabbed
him behind his head. Old Snaky squirmed around with his
mouth wide open and twisted his coiling body all around
my wrist and little arm.
My attire consisted of a light flannel shirt, hand-medown dungarees, with a patch over the left knee from when
my eldest brother Edward fell out of a tree, some grayish
socks, and white, dingy sneakers. The dungarees had real
deep pockets and I stuffed that old snake in one of them. It
slithered around a bit, but settled itself in a little ball way
deep down in the recesses of that pocket. Now that patch
over the left knee had some rough stitching on the inside
and I’d have never worn those old hand-me-downs, but I
had not yet attained an age to be trusted dressing myself.
Anyway, I could never do any squatting or bending my
knees much wearing those pants because of those stitches.
I was of a mind to catch some crayfish, or crawdads, if you
prefer, but remembered Mom’s admonitions not to ‘get all
dirty.’
There was a dry patch of dirt where the water rose and
wiped away the grass whenever it rained. But today was
warm and the dirt patch was dry, so I sat and carefully

pulled off my sneakers, one at a time, holding my feet way
up so as not to get the bottoms of my socks dirty. Then I
stuffed the socks deep into my sneakers, stood, and rolled
up the already cuffed-up, too-long dungarees over my
knees. An old blue coffee can sat rusting at the water’s
edge and I picked it up, stooped, and tipped it in to get a
little water. My feet found the water cold as I waded in,
but I was hunting crayfish, so I didn’t mind.
Now the trick to catching crayfish is that you have to
pick up a stone very slowly and then let the water running
in the crick push away the mud you stir up when you move
the stone. If you see one you just reach down real easy
and then quickly grab him right behind the head. If you
hold him too far back he’ll pinch you with his claws so
you have to be careful. The bigger rocks usually don’t make
a home for a crayfish, just eels and such, so you have to
stick with smaller, flatter stones. Well, I had about ten of
those old crayfish in the can and figured that dumb puppet
and stupid cowboy show would be over by now, so I poured
the contents of the can into the crick and watched as those
crayfish darted all around under the water. That was my
favorite part, I think, just watching how fast they can swim.
Glancing toward the stream bank, I saw, not six feet from
my sneakers, a big old, mangy, black rat, which pondered
my activities. Now, I don’t care for rats anyway, but this
rat was really large, his back nearly as high as my knees,
and I shuddered at his appearance. Tip-toeing out of the
water, I grabbed my sneakers, one in each hand, and ran as
fast as I could! Surely that monster was on my tail, ready
to tackle me at any moment, but I didn’t look back until
the handle of the screen door was in my little wet hands.
Mom was at the door, red-eyed, but no longer crying.
“Wait a minute,” she spat, holding out a hand. “Step in
here and strip off all those wet clothes!” Then, because I
wasn’t paying attention, because of the rat and all, the
screen door slammed behind me. “Don’t slam the door!”
she snapped. “And get those wet clothes off!” Well, one
sleeve of my shirt was a bit damp, and the water had touched
those old rolled-up dungarees a time or two, but I certainly
wasn’t all wet!
Mom left me there as I undressed. My oldest brother
watched, with a sneer, as I unbuttoned and slipped off my
flannel shirt and then pulled my undershirt, the one with
the hole in the belly, over my head and dropped it to the
floor. Water whistled through the old pipes and I knew
that Mom had started a bath for me. Bending over, I pulled
my socks out of my sneakers and cast them onto the growing pile, and then I unzipped my dungarees and dropped
them and my briefs into the stack.
Jumping over the pile of clothing, I ran out of the
kitchen, around through the living room, hopped through
the hall by the washer and dryer that were mostly white,
but had some rusty places here and there, and then I
bounded into the bathroom. (About the washer and dryer,

the white parts of those old machines were smooth like the
plastic cups we drank from, but the rusty parts were rough,
and felt like those stones in the crick.) Mom entered the
bathroom, after she dropped my clothes in front of the
washer, and then picked me up and set me in the tub. I sat
down in the warm water, grabbed the plastic boat that sat
on the edge of the tub, and plunked it into the water and
watched her pull the other clothes out of the hamper, which
was metal and sat like a sentinel beside the bathroom door.
Mom added those clothes to my stuff on the floor in front
of the washer and then proceeded to separate everything
into little piles. That was boring, so I busied myself with
the sliver of soap that had once had A-V-O-N stamped into
its surface.
Suddenly a piercing shriek penetrated the house to its
foundations: “Arrrgghhhh!” It was a frightening sound and
I saw Mom bound out of the hall into the living room.
Dad’s voice boomed next: “What in the world is the matter?” he called from the kitchen.
“Snake!” Mom screamed, “There’s a snake in there!”
Dad and my brothers all lunged into the hall; my father grabbing the little garter snake and smiling. “Got him!”
he called and left the hallway for the back door.
“You make sure you put that thing way out there, you
hear?” Mom yelled.
I could hear my father’s mumbled response as Mom
entered the bathroom. I stood as she grabbed a towel from
the small closet, wrapped it all around me, and pulled me
out of the tub. Now, I was a bit a-feared because of forgetting about the snake, but Mom just held me close. “You
know,” she said, “I love you very, very much.”
Dried and powdered, I was carried to the bedroom that
I shared with my brothers and she dressed me for dinner.
“We’re having chicken,” she said, “and mashed potatoes,
too!”
And, you know what? That was my very favorite!
D.J. Barber stays busy writing, reading, and tending his potted flowers.
When he takes a break from all that, he has a wife and two dogs that
keep him pretty busy around the house.
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Chuck the Chukar
By Norm Maxwell
was walking to the end of the
I looked out the back window
Norm’s Country Snapshots
road and back in the interest
and there was Chuck, pecking
of rehabilitating myself after reindustriously at spilled bird
cent surgery. I passed the Kelley house and the dog Ginger
seed on the ground with doves and tweety birds, chickens
rushed barking at me on her side of the fence, even though
and wild turkeys. We think he is roosting nights in a small
she knew full well who I was. As she ran towards me, she
redwood tree that is overgrown with blackberries. Sande
flushed a large quail-like bird that I instantly identified as
was loading applewood chips in the driveway the next day
a chukar. This chukar flew over the fence and across the
and Chuck appeared out of a tangle of small applewood
orchard to disappear over the far fence into the Robinson’s
limbs.
mint patch.
Chuck clearly has an identity problem. He hangs out
That was odd. Chukars are not established here in the
on the periphery of the flock of chickens. He checks out
Willamette Valley. They do well in Eastern Oregon where
the turkeys. He is pretty sure he isn’t a cat. We hear his
they prefer steep rocky locations with little vegetation. I
chukchukchuk call at least once a day in the morning. None
stood resting for a minute and the chukar flew over the far
of the neighbors have any idea where Chuck came from –
fence and started walking towards me. I remained still,
one of life’s mysteries.
assuming the bird didn’t see me.
It came striding purposely right up to me. It flew to the
How Many Boats?
top of the five foot fence in front of me and looked at me
as it walked around on top of the horizontal 2x6. “Hi,
There’s a fascination with boats
Chuck.” I said quietly. It made a little chukchukchuk noise
Of course, the ones that float.
and then jumped down on the gravel beside me. We
They’re used for transportation,
watched each other for a while and then I turned and started
Sometimes with goods to destinations.
shuffling for home as my Rush Limbaugh pill was wearPulling skiers a special kind,
ing off.
Deep keeled to keep you in line.
After a few yards, I turned to see what Chuck was doExhilarating to run rivers
ing. Imagine my surprise to find that he was following me.
And all kinds made for fishers.
I looked down and he looked up. I turned and continued to
walk and he continued to follow. I think Chuck is really a
Powering a boat is varied,
hen chukar but both sexes look the same. I reached the
Sometimes they’re even carried.
pavement at the end of Fire Road and limped along with
To enjoy the quiet outdoors
Chuck patiently bringing up the rear.
It’s paddles or maybe oars.
Chukars are from India, Pakistan, Afghanistan – that
part of the world. People raise them but not usually around
If wind is to be your thrust,
here. Chuck is clearly accustomed to people. His bright
Joining with nature is a must.
red legs flashed as he took a dozen steps to my one. Chukars
All kinds of motors to propel,
fly at 60 miles per hour for a quarter mile but they prefer
Specific jobs each does so well.
to walk or run. They are technically a pheasant but they
Lots of power if you want to race,
are built more like a gigantic buff quail with beautiful
Or less to fish at just the right pace.
striped markings on the wings and a ink black gorget around
Gas or electric, it’s up to you,
their neck. Their beaks are the same bright red as their
The varied choices are not a few.
feet.
Chuck followed me into the back yard where he disOnly one way to construe,
covered spilled bird seed under the bird feeder. A hen
You have to admit it’s true,
“wild” turkey looked at him as did the chickens. Sande
For the guys who love what floats,
came out and looked at him. Ben the Bengal cat started to
There’s no such thing as too many boats.
slink towards the bird and I told him “no.” Ben grumbled
and went away lashing his tail. Eventually Amy, the new
~Jim Koenig
cat, lunged at him and he took off straight up with an exFebruary 2007
plosion of wing-flapping and disappeared behind the shop.
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Koenig.htm
I shrugged and went in the house. An hour or two later,

I
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The Gift of Light
Swallowed many months ago in ebony darkness,
the icy northland shivers; impatient and snowbound.
Parka people place their hopeful bets on Breakup Day;
when ice imprisoned rivers shatter the sky with sound.
Then, just when wait leans toward nearly unbearable,
our earth’s axis positions the dreary, dark land
so pockets of hope can fill with the promises
of lengthening, bright days and of rivers undammed.
At long last, the charcoal sky dilutes from slate to
dimpled dawn.
Across the distant horizon a knife of LIGHT cleaves
darkness.
Magically, it colors the stark land’s expanse, creeps on
upward,
brings new life, and warms every arctic creature in the
process.
When Spring Solstice is celebrated around bountiful
bonfires,
Arctic fauna munch on budding flora near many, melting
glaciers.
Stilt-leg crabs, sleepy bears and cavorting caribou herald
sun’s return.
Later still, tremendous tomatoes flourish near Jack-theBeanstalk flowers.
In countless sparkling streams, spawning salmon insure
their young sandy beds.
While children, in bed by day, beg to play in their land of
midnight sun.
In this Last Frontier, where hardy Alaska citizens cache
their dreams;
LIGHT annually takes the starring role, in the play of life
for everyone!
~ Lois Banks
Although I retired from teaching in the Eugene School District in
2000, I only very recently joined OLLI-UO and the Poetry Writing
Group within that Institute of Life Long Learning.

Scotch brooms sweep roadsides,
Rain washes hillside carpets,
Nature tidies up.
~ Jane Capron

Some Love is Like a Flower
Some love is like a flower
Grows so beautiful and strong
But, flowers grow in seasons
And those don’t last too long
Some love is like a windmill
On a gusty-windy day
But, then sometimes the wind will stop
And the purpose goes away
Some love is like a sweet, sweet song
So mellow to the ear
But most of us are deaf or mute
So we lose what’s close and dear
Some love is like a long-lost friend
Kept inside your heart
So, if a newfound friend is there
You both will have a start
Some love is good; some love is bad
Some love was meant to be
And now, I’d like to share with you
The love inside of me
My love is like an ocean
So wide, so deep ‘n strong
Unlike the flowered seasons
My love goes on and on
~Spyder
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Lewis.htm
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

How to Lighten Up
Laugh more.
Play.
Go barefoot.
Love a dog.
Listen to quiet.
Watch bugs.
Sit in the sunshine.
Smile.
Find a friend.
Imagine something good.
Be yourself.
Take a nap…
~ Judy Hays-Eberts
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Imagination: The Powerhouse of Words
By Jim Miller

I

n ancient times the few truly educated were expected to
sway the hearts of those who weren’t by using speechbased rhetoric. Rhetoricians made every attempt to capture their audience with their words and transport them to
ideas and opinions they wanted them to understand and
accept. They offered the audience the magic of their words
to gain their attention and win their support.
Since written text was scarce at this time, the audience
could not take a copy of the oratory home and contemplate the thoughts and ideas contained in it even if they
desired this. The rhetorician knew that the greatest impact
of his oration would occur on the day it was delivered.
Those listeners who would later debate the delivered
discourse among themselves had to rely on their recollections of what was said. They had no text to peruse in order
to know the exact words used by the orator. Therefore, the
debate that ensued would awaken new thoughts and open
new realms. Not being bound by exact words in many
cases was probably a blessing in disguise.
The rhetorician employed his greatest ally as he
spoke—the audience’s imagination. As he described his
thesis, he played on this aspect as he began to paint a wonderful picture on the canvas of the audience’s mind. The
success or failure of his speech depended on his audience.
The more vivid the picture he painted, the more impassioned response his audience would make. The speaker
sought to fully involve his audience, for then they were
seeing what he was seeing. They were experiencing what
he was experiencing. Wonderful, descriptive, colorful
words were his greatest tool. Each word he spoke would
place a brush stroke on the canvas and would evoke an
immediate reaction. As he continued his work of art, he
would wonder, Should I soften the colors, or should I use
bold, vigorous strokes?
He has now stirred the audience’s imagination. Faster
and faster the words come. His strokes on the canvas increase; the colors are flying. The picture begins to become more distinct on the canvas. The audience, sitting
or standing in this hall listening to this individual, has been
transported to the orator’s field of battle—his speech. They
have become part of it through their stimulated imagination.
The imagination is such a powerful, fertile ground for
words to penetrate and take root. But is it used today to
produce the fruitful crop of compositions and essays? In
many ways it lies almost completely dormant. Occasionally a thought, peppered with a few descriptive terms, falls
into the imagination’s soil. It can and usually does spring
to life, if only for a brief time.
Gone, unfortunately, are the ancient exercises of the
orator with his audience. Yes, oral rhetoric still occurs,
12
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but it is avoided by too many. The exchange between
speaker and listener was an imagination-builder exercise.
Today the audience would rather be entertained by someone else’s imagination or interpretation of an imagination
as they watch frame after frame of a movie.
When the visual presentation has concluded, most will
have roughly the same impression of the scenes viewed.
Rather than listen or read the richness of words and allow
those seeds to sink deep into the fertile soil of the audience’s
imagination, they are rather content with the surface thrill
they have enjoyed through pictures.
We must return to the music of words. We must seek
to compose a new symphony today to transport ourselves
and our audiences to new creative heights. Anyone can
throw notes on a sheet of music, but a composer crafts the
notes into a wonderful arrangement that stirs the souls of
thousands. We must become artisans with words creating
our own masterpiece to be played for future generations.
The writer will accomplish this by respecting the fullbodied richness of words and their effect on the imagination. Today’s writer has an advantage over the ancient rhetorician, and he must take full advantage of this. His audience can carry home his masterpiece in their hands and
can contemplate, mediate, and ruminate on its many passages.
By means of this exercise their imagination can once
again be plowed with powerful words and planted with
potent seeds. When fully germinated, they will spring forth
with new growth, infusing new life in thought. The subsequent crops of writing will be harvested yielding sixty or a
hundred fold.
The imagination must continue to be fed more by
words—good, descriptive words through literature and
speech—than by pictures. Those pictures and images drawn
by the imagination will be richer and more vivid and alive
than any photograph.
Words are merely the seeds; the imagination is the fertile ground. Let us once again afford the opportunity for
the two to discover one another so that many will be able
to revel in the plentiful harvest, which will benefit all.

Orchard Street
By Jimminy Crickett

W

hen we moved to Eugene, Oregon in 1947, just before my sister, Barbara Jean, was born, our house
on Orchard Street was then said to be over 100 years old.
(I drove by it a couple of weeks ago and it looks pretty
darn good for being over 160 years old). The move was a
dramatic change from the Smith ranch on Powell Road.
We now had electricity, indoor plumbing, refrigerator,
washing machine, sidewalks, paved streets and a school I
could walk to. My world was suddenly larger and faster;
wandering freely on the one hundred acres of the ranch
was traded for whizzing around town on my bike, exploring new neighborhoods and enjoying the U of O campus
and its museums and pool. (I remember the men’s pool –
we had to wear shower caps but otherwise swam naked.) I
had a great bicycle, a bran’- spankin’ new JC Higgins with
a tank, horn and light. I put many miles on it riding around
the campus and up to the old Hendricks Park zoo. The old
zoo housed a few deer, elk, sheep and I seem to remember a
bear. The campus held wonderous sights too, like the display
of Egyptian mummies in glass cases. For a while, I was a
substitute newspaper carrier, balancing a heavy bag of newspapers on the handlebars. It was on my route that I first learned
to ride without hands, and on it that I had my first real (seemingly life-threatening) scare. I was riding fast down Orchard
past the store when a car rapidly overtook me. Heart racing,
pumping as hard as I could, it hung right on my rear fender
until I was finally able to turn off.
Funny, I don’t seem to remember the inside of the house
on Orchard Street, except for my room. My room wasn’t
in the house, it was in the tiny basement. I shared it with
the wringer-washing machine and oil furnace. Its only door
led out into the backyard. The tiny room was just large
enough to add a kid’s bed, a dresser and a stuffed eagle.
The inside wall, of whitewashed concrete, was only about
five feet high, topped by loose whitewashed boards that
“closed off” the damp dirt of the crawlspace below the
rest of the house. I seem to have memories of sometimes
having creepy-crawly critters from the crawl space in my
space. My Grandpa Kinsman (my mother’s dad) somehow
felt sorry for me and not knowing what else to do, he loaned
me his stuffed bald eagle, it watched over me from a perch
just inside the door. Grandpa and Grandma lived in their
trailer in our backyard for a while.
I do clearly remember the yard. On the north side of
the house was a pear tree and a huge cherry tree. The pears
were okay while they were still a little green with a crisp
“snap” as you took a bite. A fence stood eight to ten feet
from the pear tree. I remember tying a rope between the
tree and fence and trying to learn to walk the ‘tightrope.”
The cherries were fantastic. Their sweet juicy flavor
enhanced by the thrill of the climb up into its lofty branches.

The cherries were mine, the only constraint was the season and my ability to climb up and far out enough to reach
them.
In one corner of the yard was a small pond set in a
flowerbed. At one end was a cast cement bench. The pond
was probably only 3 ft x 5 ft. The memory of it is probably
due only to the catfish that my dad caught and put in there.
One day my dad bought a load of lumber that lay stacked
in the backyard… I never did figure out what it was for, he
probably just got an irresistible deal on it
Across the street lived my first “girlfriend,” Darlene.
Down the corner and across the street was a “mom and
pop” store. Penny bubblegum and nickel popsicles were
almost irresistible magnets. Across and up the street lived
my friend for many years to come, Bill Byrne. Besides
being my best friend, he had an awesome toy car and comic
book collection.
I attended Condon School, a large (to me) brick structure. One of the things remembered was the fire drills. The
fire escape was a large pipe-slide from the upper floor down
to the ground. Whenever there was a fire drill, it was somehow wet inside, an added thrill for the first couple of kids
to slide down. I don’t remember any fire drills in Lorane
but I do remember the air-raid drills in Whittier CA and
the underground bunker in the school yard.
Eugene was a short-lived adventure, preparation for
the move to Lebanon and more adventures. Eugene, Lorane
and Powell Road are still strong magnets. Now, all these
years later, it is great to have a renewed connection to the
area by way of Groundwaters and the many people who
make it possible.
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Burnett.htm

Sleeping with Matchbox Cars
I’m a tow-truck driver
prying-lifting-hauling off
his playthings—
Cars parked behind
his back.
Face a smear
a clouded window
void of reason
his sniffling
unbuttons my heart.
He’s two years old—
I suppose
he could sleep with
just one.
~ Janine Margiotta
July 2009
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The Good Old Days
By Avis Rust

W

hat a sight!!!... a two-story stucco-covered house
on acres and acres of land in the flatlands of Wyoming – out-buildings, which included a large barn and a
bunkhouse, pasture land, acres and acres of alfalfa hay
fields and something I can’t forget, the little two-hole house
out back.
Mother hired on as chief cook and bottle washer and
Dad did the handyman jobs which included milking seven
mean cows that had to wear kickers when they were milked.
No one told Dad they kicked and the first time he tried to
milk them, the milk buckets landed outside. He was ready
to quit right there and then.
For two young children (I was ten years old and my
brother Neal was eight), it was Playland Plus! Of course,
there were many chores to do. Among other things, we
helped Mother feed four ranch hands that took care of the
sheep.
Soon, we were off to a one-room school about two
miles away, lunch buckets in hand and berries, sand lizards and toads to attract our attention. On our way to school
one morning, we caught a sand lizard which are fast and
extremely hard to catch. We took it to school and put it in
the teacher’s desk. Our plan was to retrieve it and take it
home. The teacher opened that drawer and the lizard
jumped out and took off. She shrieked, we laughed and
had to catch it again and put it outdoors.
The winter was rough; cold with snow. Spring came
and we skipped like young lambs – school was out and we
had our freedom!
Freedom for two lively children was short-lived, as a
large garden was planted and two hoes kept us busy. The
garden was irrigated by a ditch with a dam in it. We would
go to the source of the water and wade down the ditch
where we caught some fish as they would end up in the
garden – hoeing was forgotten!
Spring also brought young lambs. We would go to the
pens and help the sheep eat cottonseed cake morsels and
flavor them with rock salt. We loved to watch the baby
lambs cavort on unsteady little legs
Summer was busy with harvesting hay and feeding the
crew – we were Mother’s little helpers. Once in awhile,
we were allowed to go to the hayloft in the barn and trample
hay. We had an old horse that we could ride – no saddle –
we guided him by his mane. A Model T Ford touring car
was the town transportation for supplies. One time, on our
way home from town, we lost a wheel. The ranch hand
fixed it so we were able to once again proceed back to the
ranch.
In the Fall, school started again – same school, a different teacher. There were eight students. We did not have
14
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to walk as far as we did the previous year. We caught a
school bus, a Whippet sedan, that transported six children
five miles to school. One very cold morning, we went to
meet the bus, but it did not come – it was too cold. So,
Neal and I started the long walk back home. Neal was practically freezing to death. I pushed him, slapped him – anything to get him moving. Mother met us and took over.
A blizzard came and drifted snow up against the house
and there was no way to get out. Dad went upstairs, crawled
out the window and slid down the drift to shovel the snow
away from the door.
Soon after, Dad and Mother said “Enough is enough!”
And we moved to town – country children confined to sidewalks and people, once again!
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Rust.htm

Fear Not The Light!
By Karen Wickham

T

he sun got up long before I did, announcing and celebrating, with penetrating warmth and light, whatever
might spill into being.
Still foggy from sleep, I awoke to the soft, impatient
nuzzle of my canine companion’s wriggling body and wet
tongue, soon followed by the pouncing, pawing and purring insistence of my feline friend, now parked on my chest.
I feel wanted and loved.
Ah! the sweetness, the delicious soft and cozy sweetness of moving from the oblivion of sleep to that magical
morning moment of brief blissful silence, as some say “in
between the worlds.” I plead for the silence to stay but
know it will not. In the wings waits my bumping, grinding
mind, impatient to take center stage, to shout out it’s tedious current concerns, myopically focused on little me.
Still relishing my four-leggeds’ uncomplicated attention, while keeping my mental noise at bay, I choose to
welcome whatever the contents of this, never-before
opened and just delivered envelope called… “today.”
Is it possible to entertain as gift and guest, each happening, each dark thought, each feeling, each sight, sound
and being that enters my space? Can I relish and welcome
them all and their beautiful needs along with my own? Is it
possible, when light is finished, as the sun returns to it’s
other business, to lay me down to sleep with no regrets
and only gratitude? It is my intent, just for today.
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Wickham.htm

The Light of the Frexian Sun
By Vicki Sourdry

T

he light was getting brighter from the approaching sun.
She had never seen real sunlight, except from millions
of miles away. She relished this time in the transparent hub
of the ship, seemingly floating in space, with her goal now
getting brighter and brighter in front of her. Of course, the
primary was not her goal, but the second planet that orbited
it. It was in the life-sustaining temperate zone. All the probe
reports were so promising – breathable air, no toxins in the
ground or atmosphere, water, land, animals, minerals, no
sentient life. It was almost too good to be true. But it had to
be true. It just had to be. She tried to push all negative
thoughts out of her mind. She held her breath for a moment
and tapped her fingertips together. Her grandmother had
taught her that superstition for warding off bad omens. After a few heartbeats, she breathed again.
Teresa was ready for the meeting. The captain had called
it to begin the planning for deployment of the colony. She
was the supply coordinator, so her job was going to be vital
in coordinating all the material transfer to the surface and
the new colony.
“Yes, sir,” she said when he asked if everything was
ready. She had been ready for this since she was born, and
she was now sixty-three. Her parents had been born on the
ship, as had their parents. It was her great-grandparents who
had been the pioneers. She had seen holos of them. They
were smiling, standing on Earth, under the sun in open air.
They were young and seemed happy. She longed to see the
sun and stand in its light on a planet. This planet. Frexia.
A few months later, the system was closer. The primary
was bigger and Frexia was visible with a telescope. Teresa
spent her free time floating in the hub which, unlike the
rings, had no gravity. She was strong, and worked out in the
outer ring with its exaggerated gravity. Floating in the hub
was her reward to herself. Her hair had turned grey a few
years ago, but her body was toned and well maintained. The
colony could not afford to have people who could not pull
their weight once they got there.
In another few months, on her sixty-fourth birthday, as
a matter of fact, they entered orbit around Frexia. Teresa,
along with many other people, went to the hub, and watched
as the planet turned slowly beneath the ship. She imagined
everyone was watching this, either out a portal or on a monitor. It was the culmination of a very long journey.
They were on the dark side of the planet, and as the
primary got closer and closer to the horizon, she held her
breath and tapped her fingertips together. As the first rays
peeked over the edge of Frexia, she breathed again – gasped,
actually. It was amazing. She could only imagine what it
would be like to see it from the surface.
Over the next three weeks, the scientists confirmed the
earlier probes findings and Teresa was very busy directing

the supplies being pulled from long term storage in the inner and outer rings and readying them for shipment. Everything had its priority. Everyone knew what was to happen,
and when. The advance teams went down to the surface to
set up the security grid and lay out the framework of the
first settlement. Secondary teams, one including her son,
went next to build it. More teams followed, each having a
specific duty. Things went smoothly. Teresa would be one
of the last to go down because she had to direct the movement of all the material everyone else was using once they
got there. Her husband, an engineer, was there already, and
gave her daily reports of the beauty of the land and the
progress on the settlement. She longed to be with him, standing together, enjoying the light of the Frexian sun.
Finally it was her turn. The ship was basically empty of
supplies and material. It had all been ferried to the surface,
as had the rest of the settlers. Internal walls and furnishings
had been removed and sent down. She woke that morning
with a song in her heart. This was her day. She would stand
in the light of the sun on her new home. When she opened
her eyes, the room around her was blurry. She rubbed them,
thinking that would help. It didn’t. The room stayed blurry,
and darker than usual. The lights were on. They had come
on when the alarm went off to wake her. She shook her head
as if to clear it. She stood and dressed by habit, but the
room did not look any better. Out in the hallway, the open
beams of what was left of the ship confused her.
“Teresa!” came the cheerful call from behind her.
“Today’s the day! Are you ready?”
“Herm!” she responded to the voice of her assistant,
who had worked with her during the deployment of the settlement, and was going down with her today. She turned, but
could only see a blur of blue jumpsuit against the silver
silhouettes of the steel beams. She would never have recognized him.
“Teresa. What’s the matter? You look confused.”
“I... I can’t see very well this morning. I’m sure it will
be all right.”
“You sure?”
“Yes, Herm. I will be fine.” But she didn’t feel fine, and
the hallway was getting darker. “Why don’t you help me get
to the shuttle, and we’ll be on our way.”
“OK.” But he didn’t sound convinced as he took her
arm to lead her to the shuttle bay.
The trip to the surface took two hours. During that time,
Teresa’s eyes saw less and less. Occasionally, she would
hold her breath and tap her fingertips together. A tear crawled
down her cheek. She felt the shuttle land, but by the time
the door opened and the light of the Frexian sun streamed
in, she could see nothing. Nothing at all.
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Sourdry.htm
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Stone Johnny Lookout Tower
By Teresa L. Anderson

O

ne thing I never imagined experiencing in life was to
live on a lookout tower in Northern Idaho. It happened in June, July and August of 1962.
I was newly married (December 27, 1961) to a college
student who was majoring in forestry at Michigan State
University in E. Lansing, Michigan. I had already graduated with a professional degree in nursing from Mercy
School of Nursing in Grand Rapids, Michigan. My husband, Francis “Frank” thought the experience would be a
great combination adventure and honeymoon since we
hadn’t had time for a trip when we got married between
college terms. I thought it might be an opportunity to travel
and see some of the country. I did not know what I was
getting into. I also was about four months pregnant and
just beyond the nausea stage.
In early June, we drove by car across the country from
E. Lansing, Michigan to Priest Lake Ranger Station in
Priest River, Idaho. The drive must have been more than
2,000 miles. There, my husband and I were given instructions, equipment and directions to take to the Stone Johnny
Lookout Tower. The area was beautiful.
As we traveled up the mountain, we drove up a road
which at first was paved and then became gravel, very rugged, curvy and narrow with hairpin turns and switchback
curves. We finally reached our destination and got our first
view of what would be our full-time home for the next
three months. It was a very small cabin with surrounding
railing, standing on a tower of tall stilts, affording a panoramic view of the surrounding wilderness. We got out of
the car and started climbing the 60+ steps up the tower.
When we opened the door, we were immediately struck
by the dark, dirty, musty interior. It was covered with spider webs and who knows what else. I heard mice scurrying around. There were two small bunk beds, a table, two
chairs and a wood stove. In the middle of the cabin was
the “fire-finder,” the device we were to use to chart locations of possible forest fires. It included a map and an arrow in the middle that could turn and be pointed to the
desired area to indicate where there might be a forest fire.
There was also a two-way radio in one corner of the tower.
It was our only link with the outside world and was used
to contact the local ranger station.
The view was outstanding. You could see many mountains, valleys, and rivers and all the different colors of the
sky as the day wore on. You could even see north into
Canada and the lights of Spokane, Washington at night.
Once our eyes became used to the dimness in the cabin,
it was time to go to work. We began by lifting up the shutters that were covering the windows surrounding the cabin.
We made trips up and down, carrying heavy burlap bags
of water, wood, cleaning supplies, linens, clothes, food –
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The Stone Johnny Lookout Tower located in Northern Idaho

everything we would need to survive the next three months.
And then the work really began! I cleaned, washed windows, mopped the floor and organized our possessions.
Those first few days were spent figuring out how to work
the wood stove and... how to survive.
Frank was 27 years old at the time. He had been in the
Navy for four years and was to start his fourth year of
college in September. In other words, he was older and
had “seen the world.” He had also been raised on a farm
and was more than familiar with camping, fishing, hunting and sports. He was also very strong and was the “go
to” guy when it came to moving a piano. I was just the
opposite. I felt completely out of my element and quite the
“pansy.”
I was small-boned, weak, had never been camping and
didn’t have a clue of what I was getting into. I had never
been out of the state of Michigan. Being a nurse, my world
was one of being sterility-conscious, organized, clean and
having everything handy and convenient. True, I was raised
on a farm, but my brother claims I never set foot in the
barn.
We eventually got it all together – I set up a routine of
meals made on a wood stove and tried very hard not to use
any water since it all had to be hauled up by hand. Our
refrigeration was a screened container that hung from the
bottom of the tower. The breeze was supposed to keep
things cool. Needless to say, it didn’t work, so we had to
eat many meals of ham since it had some preservative properties. An accomplishment I remember was making pumpkin pies in the oven of the wood stove. Other than that, I
did a lot of hand-wringing when it came to making meals.
To maintain my sanity, I started reading books that we
had brought along and started a craft project of painting
pictures on 1" slabs of wood. Of course, this was not dried
wood, so after a couple of weeks, there were huge cracks
in my “works of art.” After a while, my artwork was put

into the wood stove to burn for cooking. I definitely had to
find another craft.
I suppose I should mention something about the real
reason we were on the lookout tower. It was to watch for
forest fires. I was supposed to be my husband’s helper in
spotting them and I could have cared less. Survival was
my main goal. There must have been about five or six fires
that Frank zeroed in on with the fire-finder and radioed in.
Maybe, if he were still alive, he would tell you differently.
In fact, if he told you this story, I’m sure he would have
given a totally contrasting version of it.
On Sundays, either Frank or I would drive down the
mountain, go to church and get groceries in Priest River.
There was one Sunday that Frank went down into town.
The radio crackled on from the ranger station and mentioned that there might be a fire that would be visible from
our lookout position. I was supposed to use the fire-finder
to see if I could locate it, but I never did.
About this time, there was a huge swarm of bugs –
thousands of them – that descended on and in the tower.
They were everywhere, crawling on everything including
me, and I was in a panic. Frantically, I called on the radio
and reported the invasion. They told me to get a pole and
hang a wet towel on it. This was supposed to attract the
bugs. Of course, it didn’t do any good and they stayed
around. Then, just as quickly as they came, they left. I
have never seen anything like that before or since. Nobody could give me a name for them, except I remember
them as large, winged bugs.
Monday was wash day. We had one large wash tub and
a clothesline below the tower. One time, I remember carefully washing a huge load of clothes, rinsing and hanging
all this laundry on the clothesline. It was hard work and
after finishing the job, the whole clothesline came down
and fell into the dirt. I can remember screaming and trying
to hold the lines up, but to no avail. I had to start the whole
job again.
Saturday night was bath night. I remember Frank hauling all this water up so we could take a bath in a couple of
inches of heated water in the round, galvanized container
that we also used as the laundry tub. Well, I got in the tub
and took my bath and then thought Frank would throw the
water out and get some fresh. But, he didn’t. He took a
bath in the same water that I had just taken my bath in.
Yikes!
One of our “neighbors” was a man who was stationed
on one of the more desolate and higher-up lookout towers
by himself. He was always very cheerful and chatty on the
radio. One day, he came on the radio and we heard him
singing and then he started cursing, swearing and carrying
on. After a while, I finally heard someone else’s voice say,
“Somebody better go get that guy off the lookout tower.”
Yes, the guy had cracked up. Somehow, I could sympathize with him. Needless to say, that tower was shut down.
One problem with being pregnant is you have to go to

the bathroom frequently. Our bathroom was way down the
many steps of the tower and further down a couple of hills.
It could have been a mile away as far as I was concerned.
So, necessity was the mother of invention. I found a small
pan that I started using as my personal chamber pot in the
lookout tower. (Yes, finally the last of my dignity was
gone.) I then poured the contents over the railing of the
tower. One day, the wind was quite strong and as I was
pouring it over the railing, it all came flying back at me.
Frank was watching when I got the urine shower and he
thought it was the funniest thing he had ever seen.
The weather was incredible. We experienced quite a
few lightning and windstorms. When a lightning storm went
through, we were instructed to sit on special stools which
were supposed to absorb any electrical strikes that might
hit the tower. The windstorms at night bothered me the
most. When it was really blowing, the tower creaked and
swayed. Frank asked the forest ranger to come and test the
tower’s wood poles for rotten areas or other problems. None
were found, but there were times I just wanted to get off
the tower and sit in the car located below the tower when
the wind blew at night. According to historical accounts,
Stone Johnny Lookout was destroyed in 1969 – seven years
after we left – most likely by a windstorm.
As I said, I was pregnant at the time with our first child,
Julie. I have since told her if she ever has any problems
with anxiety in life, it must have all started when we went
to live on the lookout tower. She must have been swimming in amniotic fluid loaded with adrenaline. My stress
level was – well, it was off the charts.
About the 4th week in August, my husband was below
the tower hacking down 5' tall weeds. All of a sudden, I
heard a scream. When I looked down, I found Frank lying
on the ground writhing with severe back pain. The hard

Floorplan of lookout tower
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work and the loads of water he had hauled up the tower
had taken their toll. I called the ranger station and a couple
of hours later, the forest ranger came, loaded him into his
truck and took him to the emergency room. He was admitted to the hospital, put into traction and was to stay there
about a week.
Meanwhile, I was to remain on the tower by myself
and continue to look for forest fires. At that time, the
weather had begun to change. There were about three or
four days of constant thick fog. On about the fourth day, I
was going “stir crazy” being alone. I contacted the forest
ranger and said that since it was “socked in” with fog, there
wasn’t any way I could see forest fires and I was not going
to stay on the tower any longer. I was about seven months
pregnant and getting quite large. Also, there was less than
a week left that the towers were supposed to be manned
for the summer. So, a couple of hours later, the forest ranger
drove up the mountain to pick me up. I stayed with his
family for about three days until Frank got out of the hospital. I was so grateful to that kind family for taking me in
at that time and it was such a relief to leave the lookout
tower.
Finally, Frank was ready to be discharged from the
hospital. He was still having quite a bit of pain. He refused
any medication for the pain which didn’t help his disposition, but that was his choice. I picked him up at the hospital and he managed to crawl into the back seat of the car
with some pillows. I was not accustomed to driving outside of Michigan, but I got behind the wheel and we started
our journey back home. I had survived and, just maybe, I
was the strongest one after all.
Frank went on to have a career in forestry and we continued to have three more children besides Julie, who was
born December 11, 1962. Susan was born November 9,
1963; Chris was born May 23, 1965; and Peter was born
March 13, 1967.
Frank was killed in an airplane crash while on the job
on August 21, 1986 in the Steens Mountains of Eastern
Oregon. I remarried on November 23, 1990, in Michigan.
My second husband, Cliff, died of cancer in 1998, and I
moved back to Eugene, Oregon in May, 1999.

Promise of Water
Long canal beds lined with
red dust, and refrain
of willow limb
and cattails.
we are aware of shadow time,
the early light at dawn
a quiet, cool, morning at this
empty stream—the abandoned edge.
impatient in youth,
we suffer the long
valley heat, and
arid afternoons.
an evening’s firefall
tumbling embers cascade down,
past the static agony of
our mirage.
we await the stratus,
cool evening breeze.
we secretly pray for these
high clouds.
pray, wash over
this intemperate youth.
there is so much left to know
we are on this red dust,
this valley floor,
find out
what evening promise
these clouds may yield?
the cool valley breeze bestows
perhaps a promise—
promise of water
by dawn?

~ William Crutchfield
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Crutchfield.htm
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Flood Songs: An Angus the Celt Story (Part 2)
By Jennifer Chambers
In Part One (Spring 09,) we were introduced to Angus the Celt and his friends, indentured servants who long for freedom but chafe at servitude…

A

ngus awoke to the rush of mud. He peeked out of his
circular tent to see that a mixture of red earth and
water flowed in sinuous strands down the hill, through the
grape vines, and into the flats below in a rushing torrent.
He had to warn his kinsmen. “Flood!”
The flow missed the tent of himself and his kinsman by a
few hundred horse-lengths, but the speed at which the
torrent could become a river might change at any minute.
“Flood!” He cried out.There was no rain. An aqueduct must
have broken or sprung a leak at the top of the hill. If it went
unchecked, it would take out all the crops they’d toiled for,
not to mention their countrymen.
Time spun out in his mind like the wool the women of
the camp carded; countless short and long tufts of thought.
What should he do? He’d warned his friends, true. Ought
he to warn the Roman soldiers, sleeping in their palatial
tent nearby? He’d have to do it without the use of his hands.
His insolence with the Roman solider Ceasarus had cost
him his freedom in the evenings these past two moons. After
they’d eaten the evening meal, Ceasarus would truss his
wrists up like a boar until the next morning.
“Taurali? Cullen? Get the rest, and get to the top of the
hill.” His fellows staggered out and saw the destruction for
themselves. The water and mud had yet to take out any of
the precious vines. It coursed down hill in the paths between
the grapes, and was rising.
Manlius brought out the leather bag that held their
savings.They were close to buying their freedom and passage
to Britannia. Angus nodded his thanks to Manlius for saving
their collective futures and grunted. “I’m going to have to
warn them.” He jerked his bound wrists in the direction of
the Roman tent.
Diodorus, wild-eyed from being awoken from a sound
sleep, spat on the ground. “Ah, aye. As if they would save
us?” It was unusual for Diodorus to show anger. He was
normally a coiled basket of calm whose top was released
only in battle.
Angus tried to convey with his eyes to his friend what
there was no time to say. The soldiers were in their places,
the same as the servants were in their place.They were men.
They deserved to be judged by the gods as much as his friends
did. He shrugged. “I’ll meet you at the top of the hill. We
can check the ‘ducts and see what its wrong.”
Diodorus shook his head and went to rouse some other
servant tents. Amoden and Cullen followed, scattering
through the tents, tearing open flaps and shouting warnings
through the suddenly blasting wind.
Angus fought through the wind to the Roman tent, set
in a sheltered inlet. The walls, layered with fine fabric and

plush skins, barely rocked from the weather. He managed
to lift the flap with his bound hands. “Ceasarus,” he yelled.
“Flood! Get to safety.”
He was nearest the door flap. Ceasarus’ head rose from
his robes and blankets, twisting in a snarl. “You’ve done it
now, Celt. The idea that you would bother us…” He trailed
off, his greasy curls flapping in the wind, his head twirling
back and forth to survey the situation now that he was awake.
Gruffly, he turned back to the interior of the tent. “He’s
right. Get to high ground.”
Ceasarus looked back at Angus with grudging admiration.
“My thanks be to you.” He pulled a short dagger from his
boot and cut the cords that bound Angus’ wrists. “You may
be free of these now.”
His wrists tingled. The cords had been unbearably tight
at first, but then his hands had gone numb. Angus shook out
the feelings in his hands as he ran to the top of the hill on the
high side.
He sprinted forward through rippling tents. Amoden
caught up with him, a lamb under each arm, panting and
smiling widely. “Tis a great storm.” He looked invigorated,
his hair unbound and blown around his face. Light rain began
to wet them on their path.
“Any word about the aqueducts?’ Angus could not see
very far through the grey pre-dawn sky. He brought a hand
to his forehead to push away the drizzle and sharpen his
focus. They scanned the top of the hill for their men and
trudged up to see if they could help stem the flow of water
before it consumed them all.
They heard an eerie sound through the half-darkness. The
women of the tribes joined now in a song to cut through the
blackness and guide them on their way. It gave the men energy
and they went faster in the direction of the voices. The floods
still came.Would they be in time to help? Angus silently thanked
Manlius and hoped he held their treasure well.

Scoops of summer clouds
Pile atop the horizon—
Ice cream for the soul.
~ Jane Capron
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My Father Died on Mother’s Day
By Norm Maxwell

I

wrote my biological father a letter on April 10th for his
birthday. We were never close and I have carefully rebuffed all overtures of closing this gap with him over the
recent years. I felt that since Dear Old Dad had chosen a
career of drinking over being my father, I was completely
absolved of any responsibility of making nice with him. I
don’t mind writing him letters, however, as this comes easy
for me and it maintains distance.
I was a few days late this year with Dad’s birthday letter. I nattered about Chuck the Chukar that followed me
home and the “wild” tom turkeys that were fanning in our
yard this time of year. I mentioned that I bought the world’s
largest production motorcycle and no longer had to listen to
any little bike crap from my Harley-riding friends. I included
a short account of the activities of Ben the Bengal cat and a
Days of Our Lives narrative of the doings of the characters
in our neighborhood at the end of Fire Road. I even included an update on the chickens and Pee Wee the rooster.
A few days after I mailed it, I got a phone call from my
father. He sounded drunk which was no huge surprise even
though I had made it clear that I didn’t have time or inclination to listen to him stumble over his tongue. He told me
that he had been diagnosed with terminal cancer and was
given a few months at most, to live. I revised my estimate
and gave him the benefit of the doubt that he might be under the influence of pain management medication.
I e-mailed my half sister, Jeanne, and brought her up to
speed on this news. Jeanne didn’t even know she had a
brother until she was 17 years old – she is 21 years my kid
sister. The phone rang almost instantly and we discussed
the news. Jeanne also likes lots of distance between herself
and Dad as does John, a stepbrother neither of us has ever
met. Sis, a lawyer, agreed to clear her court schedule and
fly out to Eugene from the East Coast in a few days and we
would travel to Medford together and visit our father.
Early the next week, we drove to Medford in separate
vehicles so we would have greater flexibility should we want
to split up. Jeanne had bad memories of being trapped with
Dad on week-long visits when she was a teen, so I loaned
her my new econobox car.
When we arrived at Dad’s and his wife’s new address,
Dad was under hospice care and confined to a hospital bed
in the living room. Oxygen lines ran from a noisy machine
in the hall to his nose. We spoke briefly and his attention
returned to the Poker Channel. I don’t guess we really had
anything to talk about anyway. The former Green Beret had
wasted away to a skeletal Auschwitz survivor with a belly
distended by cancer. He could still get up and go to the
bathroom with the aid of a walker, trailing his oxygen lines.
Dad’s older brother, Uncle Norm, was there and presented us with copies of family photographs as he droned
endlessly about family trivia. “Nonstop Norm” doesn’t like
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silence. Reading between the lines, every man on Dad’s side
of the family is or was a full blown practicing alcoholic.
Uncle Norm and myself are the only two we know of who
aren’t, and Sis and I aren’t too sure about Uncle Norm. He
carries a portable bar in his car. The same pattern repeats
itself over and over through the generations. Man gets married and has a child or two and then must decide whether to
parent or drink. No contest there. Wife leaves with child
and seeks out another dysfunctional relationship. Man marries again and repeats cycle. My mother left Dad when I
was six months old. Jeanne’s mom stuck around for three
and a half years after she gave birth because Sis needed
major medical care available only through Dad’s Champus
insurance.
Hospice RNs came to call several times a week and
briefed Sis and I that Dad was not long for the world. My
eyes told me that. The RNs showed us how to drain the
horrible fluid from Dad’s belly. Jeanne conferred with Dad
about wills and so forth. Not surprising, Dear old Dad hadn’t
gotten around to making a new will even though death was
bearing down on him like a train in a tunnel. Sis got out the
existing will leaving his worldly goods to his former wife,
Jeanne’s mother. His son, Norman, was to receive his military medals. Dad verbally told Jeanne that he wanted Edith,
his current wife, to have control over his money while his
two children were to inherit his personal property. Right on
– boxes of junk that nobody wants. That should cover my
child support payments and college education fund that Dad
never wasted a dime on.
Jeanne said that she would confer with probate lawyers
in her office back East about drafting a new will and put
something together for him to sign. She and I pow-wowed
and decided that Dad could conceivably last for months.
We agreed that we would stick around and help his wife in
shifts. Since Jeanne’s return plane ticket was scheduled the
coming Sunday, she took the first watch while I went home
to Lorane to (hopefully) till the garden. It rained steadily, so
the earth was too wet to plough.
Sande, my wife, drove down to relieve Jeanne for the
weekend so she could spend a day with me before I chauffeured her to the Eugene Airport. Monday, I drove back to
Medford for my turn in the barrel. Dad had visibly declined
in my absence. He was weaker and starting to use the liquid
morphine left by the RNs.
Dad and Edith managed to wade through a huge raft of
paperwork for a refinanced mortgage that halved the interest on their existing loan. The realtor/notary spent several
hours handing them papers in need of signatures. Dad hadn’t
bothered to square away his military survivor benefits so
that was on Edith’s plate, too. Having no power of attorney
made this task even more formidable.

The next morning, Dad never really woke up at all. His
eyes eventually opened but he never spoke, drank or ate
again. He had signed a “do not resuscitate” (DNR) order
and so I called Jeanne in Syracuse and told her that Dad
was clearly on his way out. Then I hiked across Barnett
Avenue to buy adult diapers at Albertsons. It was then that I
resolved that I would avail myself of Oregon’s assisted suicide law if I ever found myself approaching this situation.
Dad dragged on for days. Sande came down for a day
and we took turns administering morphine through an eye
dropper. Dad kept trying to get out of bed to go to the bathroom but he was too weak to stand and probably didn’t know
where he was. Edith and I administered drugs and changed
diapers. Jeanne arrived a day later. Dad was in no condition
to sign a new will. Ed, Jeanne’s boyfriend, arrived from
Boston a day later. He is a lawyer too. Ed comes from a real
family where all the siblings know about each other and
have the same parents and grew up in the same house. I
half-jokingly informed Ed that if he and Jeanne had children, she would have to leave him because that was the
only model we know in this family.
We worked puzzles and watched TV and gave Dad
morphine. We took turns swabbing his lips with water. We
snooped through Dad’s sacred office and looked at photo
albums. I found one of me from ages one to two. Some of
the photos had been ripped off the pages. I assume they had
had my mother in them. I don’t know if Dad did this or one
of his later wives.
Mother’s Day arrived and I relieved Sis at 0300. Dad
gasped along and we maintained the watch. At about 13:00
I went for my power-walk leaving Jeanne and Ed to monitor
the situation. I walked for close to five miles down Junipero
Drive, past Rogue Valley Manor and back. Just as I was
approaching the house, I observed Ed driving Edith’s
Cadillac, backing out the driveway to come look for me.
Dad had stopped breathing. Nobody knew exactly when but
it was noticed at 14:20. Somebody looked at him every five
to ten minutes so that was close enough. Dad chose to leave
while nobody was watching. It was a mercy.
Jeanne called hospice and the funeral home was there
within the hour to remove the body. We dressed Dad in his
favorite pajamas. Ed and I swiftly banished the hospital bed
and oxygen machine to the garage so Edith didn’t have to
look at them any more. I made small talk for an hour and
loaded my truck to flee the scene. I appropriated Dad’s
fishpole collection. Looked like “personal property” to me.
My father’s widow told me that it really hurt Dad when they
were visiting friends and the friends’ son and daughter-inlaw would drop in while his children avoided him like the
plague. I refused to accept any guilt for this.
I will return for Dad’s military interment at Eagle Point
National Cemetery. As I got in my pickup and steered on I5 heading north my thoughts were filled with this stranger
who I am told was my father.

The Hummingbird
(with apologies to T.S. Eliot)
A shaft of light
Illuminates
The hydreangea’s paper petals
Curled now, bent to the approaching darkness.
Will the hummingbird come back? Or will the deepening
shadows
Send him home? The light is long these dog-summer days,
But soon our time grows short.
Our backs bent to the approaching darkness.
Will I see him go
Joyfully
From flower to flower, tasting each cup
Living his brief magnificent moment?
My lined paper reflects his shadow. He braves the clouds
Frantic before he rests. He will drink his fill before days’
end,
Our time growing ever shorter.
I will be like the bird, living my time
for exquisite moments.
The words on the page
Silhouetted
By my head, bent to write
words
That will live on, past and
present and future,
Perpetual as the garden
Sunset glows on my page. Pen scratching madly
Words to illuminate thought
Absorbing from the sunset, the petals, the bird
I imagine the hummingbird’s hidden laughter
My futile chase to be filled
All is now: the page, the sunset, the bird,
The garden.
I am illuminated by the shaft of light.

~ Jennifer Chambers
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Chambers.htm

Clover and roses
Along the river highway
Blur as we flow by.
~ Jane Capron
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I

n 1954, I was sitting at the table with my girlfriend and
her family playing either Gin or Canasta, I don’t remember which. What I do remember is the story her father
told, it has somehow stuck with me over the years.
Like all stories, it has an ending but for this retelling,
we thought it might be interesting to let the reader write
the ending. So, my friends, if you are so inclined, write
your own ending (no more than a couple of sentences) and
email it to us, we may publish it in our next issue. And, as
always, keep smiling. Jimminy

The Story of Shine …

I

n 1862, deep in the heart of Appalachia, a young mother
give birth in a rough-hewn log cabin. As was common,
she was attended by her oldest daughter and an ancient
midwife. Happily, the labor was not terribly long and the
delivery went well. It was a boy and his Pa named him
Billie-Bob, but it wasn’t long before the family began to
call him, Shine. No, the nickname was not linked to his
Pa’s making of some of the best moonshine in the hills. It
actually was because of his… abnormality.
Shine was born healthy, with powerful lungs, with all
appendages and was near-perfectly formed. Such a son
was a real blessing in those days. He suckled normally,
cried lustily, slept well and did all the usual things a normal baby does. But, then there was that… that…. worrysome abnormality. However, everything else had checked
out as well as could be expected; the midwife found no
other cause for concern and advised Shine’s Ma and Pa to
simply let things be. But, in the hill country, word got
around, mountain folk whispered, rumors circulated – the
fear of the unknown echoing around the hills. Some feared
that it might be some sort of black magic – some curse
laid upon him and his family. Most everyone avoided
Shine, coming around just for a jar of Pa’s liquid ‘shine.
In an environment where there was a high infant mortality rate, Shine defied the odds. Seasons came and went
and he was soon walking, talking and exploring his
world… everything was still normal – everything that is,
except for that one little “thing.” He grew into a rough
and tumble back-woods boy, a chip off the ol’ block. He
had a quick mind and a keen wit. As he neared his teen
years, it was seen that he would not long be content to
stay up here in the hills where his family had settled two
generations before.
When he was about eight, he really took notice of his
abnormality, that he was somehow different from his three
older sisters and two younger brothers. He began to ask
questions that no one could answer, all anyone could do
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was repeat what that aged midwife had said long ago, just
let things be…
Several times over the years, ol’ Doc Timothy rode his
mule up to the cabin to check on Shine, He had first seen
him when Shine was about two and his curiosity brought
him back every Spring. He always did what doctors do,
took Shine’s pulse, checked his heart and lungs; tested his
reflexes and poked and prodded his abdomen. Everything
checked out fine except for that “thing” that made Shine
unique, the thing that gave him his moniker. Right there
in the middle of things – you know, where a belly button
was supposed to be … there was a … a bright shiny …
silver head of a … screw.
Yah, a screw! Slotted head and all, right there where an
“innie” should be. It did not protrude like an “outtie,” but
it was there and there simply was no doubt about what it
was. Clearing his throat, all ol’ Doc Timothy ever dared
say was … “ummm, jus leave it be …
In time, Shine did outgrow the hill country and hoofed
it down to Knoxville. He got a job splitting rails, mending
fences and helping build log cabins and wagons. His size,
strength and quick wit served him well and he saved the
money he earned. Not having grown up with lots of things,
he had no natural inclination to need “stuff.” He bought
necessaries and otherwise saved his money. In Knoxville,
he met a local doctor and decided to have him take a look
at “things.” Amazed, the doctor brought in a specialist.
Together they gave Shine a thorough examination, but
could offer no explanations and, of course, no pills liniments or elixirs were offered. Shine was perfectly healthy
… except for the … screw. Remember, this was long before things like x-rays and MRIs. Again, a familiar story,
“Just let it be, check back in six months and we will take
another look … let us know if there is any change …”
After another turn of the seasons Shine walked to Nashville and got a job building a freighter, one of the wooden
flatboats used to float goods downriver from Nashville to
Natchez, Mississippi alongside the Trace. He was a skilful, steady and capable worker. And he wasn’t hindered
by a lik’in for brother-corn – the “white lightening” that
seemed to be present everywhere in the South. When the
flatboat was finished, the teamster offered him a share in
the proceeds if he would help load the boat and tend it on
its four hundred mile trip downriver to Natchez. Shine
jumped at the chance. The goods and the lumber from
which the boat was built would fetch a good price
downriver. The money was good, the work tolerable and
the 400-mile trek back to Nashville, well, at least he’d
have good company on the Trace and it was mostly flatland.
And, In the back of his mind was the idea that there actually might be a Doc in Natchez that could figger-out his
“problem.”
He made a killin’ off the sale of the goods and the boat
lumber and decided to stay awhile. A Yankee doctor had
set up a new clinic in Natchez and he checked out the
“silver screw.” No help there. Over the next several years,

that screw head became an obsession. Shine had accumulated enough money to begin to travel and he visited doctors and clinics in Boston and then a Cajun witch doctor
in the backwater bayous of Louisiana. After a checkout in
St. Louis, he went out west and consulted a Navajo shaman before heading on to San Francisco. In “Frisco,” he
consulted a Chinese herbalist/acupuncturist who was a
mystified as all of the rest. Shine then signed on as a
deckhand on a steamer to Calcutta. He wandered around
India and the gurus and yogis there could offer no explanation or resolution. He traveled on into Tibet with a camel
“train” and visited the Monastery in Lhasa. The evening
spent sitting with an ancient Holy Lama proved fruitless.
Later, sitting naked in his monk’s cell within the dark shadows cast by the flickering light of a yak butter lamp, he
made his decision. As he sat contemplating his “navel,”
his eyes wandered to the rickety table alongside his sleeping pad where, next to the smoky lamp, was a hunk of dry
coarse bread, a bit of goat cheese and a blunt knife. He
eyed the knife… Slowly, he got up, walked across to the
table a picked up the knife. He sucked in a deep breath
and tentatively touched the end of the knife to that vexing
mysterious silver screw…. seeing that the blunt end of the
knife would easily fit into the screw head…. “Do I dare?”
he asked himself. He wondered aloud, “What’s the worst
that can happen?… “I’ve tried everything else…” “I
shouldn’t… but how else am I going to figure out why…”
He slipped the end of the knife gently into the head of the
screw, took another long slow breath, and then another
and then gave the knife the slightest of twists. Nothing, no
sensation, “Perhaps, just a little more…” With the gentlest of pressure, he put a little more twist on the knife and
the head of the silver screw moved slightly; again, no sensation. More deep breathing, then a quarter of a turn - the
screw head turned easily, another quarter turn, no feelings, no pain. Decision time! Retighten the screw or proceed… a deep breath, a full turn of the screw head, another breath, another full turn… he felt no more bodily
sensation than one would feel removing a screw from some
object. He made several more full twists of the knife and
the screw head began to back out of its umbilical home.
He paused, tentatively twisted at the waist, then side to
side… no unusual sensations. “Okay,” he said, “Here goes
nothing…” He continued unscrewing; stopping after the
head extended about four inches from his abdomen. “Nothing!” he said aloud and again began turning the head of
the silver screw… The screw was beginning to feel loose
One, two, five, six more full twists... The knife slips out…
“Get a grip!” he mumbles, and begins again, one more
turn of the silver screw and...

**

Finish the story!

**

Safe Passage
A fortress, high in a eucalyptus,
Caressed by strong branches—
The treehouse finely crafted
From construction-site wood scrap.
A house along a quiet street,
Surrounded by lush grass and roses—
A dwelling expertly built
From a lumberyard’s best.
High atop the swaying trees
The constant pounding of improvements,
The house of tomorrow’s dreams
Fastened with laughter and discovery.
From within the friendly home
The cheery perking of the morning’s coffee,
The house of today’s reality
Anchored with a mother’s silent prayer.
The young adventurer astride his fortress,
Scans the horizon.
The mother standing at her back door
Glancing up shields her eyes from the sun.
Distant eyes meet unexpectedly;
One utters, “It’s okay, Mom.”
The other whispers,
“Just be safe, my dear.”
In that moment
Two worlds collide and retreat—
One on a voyage of discovery,
The other on a journey of concern.
~ Jim Miller

Pollination
Bees atop blossom,
Pollen sacks becoming full,
Apples nearly here.

Nature’s Song
Thunderous applause,
Waves drumming empty beaches,
Nature’s symphony.
~ Jim Miller

Send the ending to us!!
July 2009
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Seeing the Light
By Tom Howell

M

any of us have had experiences in life that change
the way we look at everything around us, and they
are not always bad. This was one of mine.
I was sitting in our house in Palmer, Alaska on a cold
January morning in 1975, reading the Anchorage Daily
Times, when I noticed an article on Mt. St. Augustine, a
volcanic island on the western edge of Cook Inlet about
40 miles west of Homer, Alaska. It is the same type of
volcano as Mt. Saint Helens and is known to erupt about
every 20 to 30 years. They are known as stratovolcanoes,
and are explosive in nature. While lava is almost always
present, most of the time it is too viscid to flow. Instead,
it just piles up to make lava domes.
The article grabbed my attention quickly because it
was saying that they expected something to happen there
within the next year or two. Apparently, the cooled lava
plug was being pushed up out of the throat like so much
toothpaste out of the tube. Using the amount that had been
extruded, I did the math and realized that it was approximately one-inch per day. That I had to see!
This was before the days of red zones, yellow zones
and green zones. Heck! They didn’t even have any pink
with purple polka-dot zones. If a fella wanted to go see
something, he just went and didn’t need to ask anybody.
My sister, Marj, had been studying vulcanology, seismology and meteorology at the University of Oregon for
some time and when I told her of the situation, she jumped
at the chance to accompany me. In August, because space
was limited on the chartered float plane, Marj, my two
oldest teenaged daughters and I drove to Homer and took
off for the island from there.
We spent about four days and three nights on the island, making camp at the extreme NE corner of the lagoon
where we located a beautiful, cold, delicious spring of fresh
water just above the high-tide line. (see http://
www.avo.alaska.edu/image.php?id=5290)
The weather was beautiful. It was warm for Alaska,
and I don’t think anybody had ever fished the lagoon. Sea
lions were everywhere, although they primarily congregated at the southern end.
On the second day of our stay, we spent the time just
exploring and studying the flora and fauna. It was then
that something happened that I can’t explain to this day –
I actually saw ducks in a row! There were hundreds, if not
a thousand, of them.
On the little West Augustine Island is a tiny spit of
land shaped like an arrow pointing southeast towards the
A5 benchmark on the opposite bank. I was floating on a
log near the northern edge of the lagoon, completely unaware of there being any ducks anywhere on the island.
With no warning whatsoever, ducks started piling off that
arrow shaped piece of land and headed for the opposite
point. It was quite a swim! One would think that they would
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Mt. St. Augustine activity on Friday, January 13, 2006. Alaska
Volcano Observatory (AVO) archives.

fly over, but for some reason, those ducks decided to paddle
what had to be at least a half mile.
The sea lions took immediate interest although, of
course, they were putting on a grand display of nonchalance and disinterest, most of them keeping their distance
well away to the south. There was one of them, though,
about halfway between the ducks and me. One of the ducks
was by itself about 300 feet away from the sea lion. I
thought, “That is one foolish duck!” and about the time I
directed my binoculars back towards the sea lion, he had
disappeared under water without a ripple. Tingling with
apprehension, I swung the glasses back to the duck. About
30 seconds later, the duck disappeared underwater. The
sea lion came up a few seconds later. The duck never did.
My attention was drawn back to the line of ducks, that
now was about three-quarters of the way across the lagoon, with still more piling into the water back at the arrow! I’d never seen so many ducks in my life! Then, without fanfare, that whole line of ducks pulled a 180 and swam
right back to where they came from. Why?– I’m still
scratching my head.
On the third day, we climbed about 4,000 feet to the
top of the volcano, although the height varied with each
eruption. As we walked over the edge into a small pocket
of ice banks and fumaroles, we saw a team of scientists
conducting experiments. How they got there without us
seeing them arrive, I don’t know.
My sister knew the man in charge, Dr. Kienle. It’s a
good question as to who was the most surprised!
We had a good supper that night when we got back to
camp and we flew out the next day.
The mountain blew up the following January, knocking
300 feet off the top, so naturally, we had to go back the next
summer to see the changes. The trip was well-worth it!
The float plane came in about 300 feet over the crater,
then dumped up on one wing and did several 360’s right

over the top. We were literally lying on the side of the
airplane and staring straight down into the maw. Talk about
hair-raising!!
The weather wasn’t as good as it could have been, with
a strong wind out of the east, but when the plane began
descending to land on the lagoon on the western side, the
turbulence behind the mountain knocked us all over that
sky! I’ve never had such a ride in my life! I figured the
pilot would abort and go back to Homer, but he managed
to force it down anyway, powering into the shore. Then he
turned to me, pointing to the off switch. “Turn that off
when I signal!” he yelled. He then jumped out on the pontoon and got ready to jump past the prop (which was still
spinning under power), then turned and gave me the signal.
I killed the engine and the instant it stopped, he jumped
onto the shore holding the rope attached to the pontoon.
Thanks to the strong wind, it took all he had to simply
hold the plane on the shore while we unloaded.
Sis was the only one of us staying this time, so unloading didn’t take much time. The weather was gray and cool
(about 50 degrees) and it was spitting rain. I was a bit
worried, but Sis was eager to stay, so we allowed the wind
to push us offshore and we took off, heading back to Homer.
One thing that I’d seen in that short stay burned itself
into my memory. On the bank above the spot where we
camped the year before was a northern spruce tree standing all alone. It was in perfect health the year before. This
year all the needles on the mountain side of the tree were
seared and brown, while all of them towards the sea were
as green as they always were. It was a testament to the
volcano activity since our previous visit.
A week later, we went back to pick up Sis. She was
happy and on cloud nine, having had one of the best weeks
of her life. She told us one thing that made my blood run
cold, though.
It seems that after we left, she started to set up camp
next to a little stream coming down from the mountain.
However, in looking at the weather, she changed her
mind, thinking that if it rained hard, the creek might
come up and get her wet. Instead, she picked a
spot on top of the approx. 15 feet high bank a few
hundred feet to the west. Man, was that a wise
decision!
When she got up the next morning, the little
creek and the gulch it ran in was gone! A lahar, or
mudflow, had come down the mountain during
the night and filled it completely to the brim and
above. There was nothing left but a wide expanse
of gravel.
When one sees the astonishing grandeur and
power of nature as we did while in Alaska, it tends
to put things into perspective. Problems aren’t as
big as they once looked and life’s priorities are
easier to sort out. I am thankful for this light of
understanding.

Wild Poppy
Passed by her
on the way home from the lake.
She sat on the side of the road,
torn denim jacket, jeans rolled
at the cuff, and barefoot.
Oblivious her back to the traffic.
Blistered thumb
thumbing through
a magazine.
Not a care in the world;
except maybe about
what she was reading
or the wild orange poppy
delicately placed
behind her ear.
She’ll be hitching again by sun-down,
giving her thumb
time to peel, a sunburn
from being stretched out
too long
in the sun.
~ Janine Margiotta
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Margiotta.htm

Flash Event
Jagged lightning bolt,
Animals nervously pace,
Anticipation.
~ Jim Miller

http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Howell.htm
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The Creation of Me
I am from conglomeration – how rocks are made – little
pieces of one thing and another
hardened and patched together with the sands of time.
I am from farmers, people of arts and letters, loggers of
forests, fiddle players,
eccentric rulers in foreign lands, cattle drivers and
forbidden ghost dancers.
I am from things made with our hands, fine laces and
beaded buckskins, smooth butter and
crunchy chitlins, fine furniture and cracking bullwhips.
I am from Saturday night musicians, preachers of hell-fire
and brimstone, and users
of the sweat lodge.
I am from men who were clean shaven and uncomplicated, who gave handshakes not contracts,
who were always there for their neighbors.
I am from men who drank heavily of white lightning, who
sang and danced and created
their own wild stories with large and extended families.
I am from women of honesty and honor who wore
dresses whether they plowed a field or made delicate
embroidery stitches, they cooked without recipes and
catered to their men.
I am from women who gave up their dreams in exchange
for marital servitude, frustration,
and bitterness.
I am from restrictions of what could be spoken, of
artistic endeavor,
of what could be worn and what could be consumed.
I am from freedom to roam and explore forested
mountains scattered with numerous
wild creatures, mysterious caves, and splashy giggling
waters.
I am from violence and pain, whispered secrets and
hidden bruises, addictions
and illnesses of the brain.
I am from the storms that erode, little bits and pieces
scatter, some are lost,
some are added to one thing or another, hardened and
patched together
as the sands of time move on.
~ Wanda Edwards
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/EdwardsWanda.htm

Graduation Waltz
Crow
High School,
fierce
morning
disarray.
Tawny
cougars are
clicking
in their seats.
Platinum
graduation…
O prom night…
Welcome
tart crickets,
one
more month.
Friends,
rustling
off.
~ Quinton Hallett
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

The Great “I Am”
No longer poised on the edge of black space
The great I Am gave birth
To the galaxy of the Milky Way,
The Sun and planet Earth
So fearless I spin through it all
The balm of peace to find
When I finally merge in the spiral void
With the depths of the infinite mind.
And then refreshed, I shall return
To my dualistic plight
To face as it comes all the love that unfolds
In the Home of the Living Light.
A Woman’s Book of Writings
~ Elizabeth Tyler Brown, 1971 (revised 1989)

In Memorium

E

lizabeth Tyler Brown passed away at the age of
92 on June 8, 2009. To read about Elizabeth’s interesting life in Hawaii, please visit our website at
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/files/ETB.pdf
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Cookin’ With Jen
Facts worth Knowing

T

his summer, I’d like to focus on the above sentiment, taken
from the 1911 Corona Club Cookbook, put out by a Ladies’
Club in San Francisco.
The “Facts” it refers to is an outdated list of home remedies,
which I like to collect for interest’s sake. One of these is a curious
direction that “...A pinch of pepper rolled in cotton and saturated
in oil will stop earache.” Another “fact,” that “...A sprain bathed
and wrapped in hot vinegar will have instant relief,” looks more
promising, but still, it’s amusing to see what passed for home
medicine a hundred years ago.
The subtitle of the book is interestingly, a poem, which I
saw as fitting for Groundwaters:
“How to get a husband
Most of us know,
How to keep a husband
Our “Cook book” will show.”
~ Mrs. G.H.F.
While it is not in current mode a “fact worth knowing,” the
poem illustrates a sentiment dear to my heart: the preparation
of food is a direct mode of communication. It has been explored
before by more illustrious writers than I. Food doesn’t equal
love; but the care with which we try to take care of our families
and friends shows. However we fit it in this summer, be it with
takeout fried chicken, a BBQ, or a picnic under the stars, let’s
try to care for each other through celebrating the joy in daily life
and each other. (And if it helps you keep a husband, then, well,
why not?)

T

o that end, some celebratory recipes to ring in summer
festivities, even if it’s just sitting on the porch. Our first is
from GW editor Pat Broome:
Granny’s South Texas Ice Tea
5 tea bags (orange pekoe preferred) 1 one gallon pitcher/jar
2 c. cold water
2 c. sugar
1 medium saucepan
4 T. lemon juice
Pour cold water into saucepan & heat on stove until boiling. Add
tea bags to boiling water. Cover & remove from heat. Let steep
for approximately 15 min. Add sugar to jar/pitcher. Add lemon
juice. Add steeped tea. Add cold water until jar/pitcher almost
full. Stir with large spoon. Pour into ice-filled glass. Decorate
with slice of lemon or fresh mint sprig & enjoy.
This recipe was created by my late grandmother, Mamie Meadows,
and later used by my aunt Dorothy Mitchell who raised me. It sure
felt good on those hot, humid, South Texas summer days. PB

Or, try this one from the Corona Club:
Fairy Punch
Juice from one can pineapple, juice from 3 oranges, juice from 3
lemons, 1 c. cold tea, uncolored Japan-( I think they mean green
tea), 2 c. sugar, 1 qt. unfermented grape juice; add before serving,
ice and 1 qt. mineral water.- L.E.L.

S

andwiches are wonderful for hot weather:
Stuffed Rolls

2 doz. Rolls
1 pt. ripe olives
1 hand full parsley
1 sm. onion
8 T. Olive oil
3 c. grated cheese

1 doz. hard-boiled eggs
1 green pepper
1 clove garlic
8 T. ketchup
1 pkg. pimento cheese
Salt, pepper, paprika to taste

Finely chop and mix ingredients, and stuff in split rolls. –
~ Elissa Mateland Graham, 1911

A

good sandwich filling may be made from finely chopped
meat. Leftovers are great for this filling; use cold cooked
ham, roast beef, or even chopped steak, moisten with mayonnaise
or horseradish or both, combine with grated or chopped cheese
and onions for a fancy spread.
~ J.B.C.
Bills of Fare- Summer Picnics

T

he following bill of fare may be picked to pieces and
recombined to suit tastes and occasions.

Cold Baked or broiled chicken; cold boiled ham; pickled salmon;
cold veal loaf; Parker House Rolls; light bread; box of butter;
green corn boiled or roasted; new potatoes; sliced tomatoes,
sliced cucumbers; French or Spanish pickles; peach and pear sweet
pickles; lemon or orange jelly; strawberries, raspberries, or
blackberries; lemonade; soda-beer or raspberry vinegar; coffee
and tea; ice-cream; lemon or strawberry ice; sponge, white,
Buckeye, or lemon cake; watermelon, muskmelon, nutmegmelon.
~ Buckeye Cookery, 1885
Have you any idea how many kids it
takes to turn off one light in the
kitchen? Three. It takes one to say,
"What light?" and two more to say, "I
didn't turn it on." ~ Erma Bombeck
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Memories: A Story About My Grandparents
By Mary Libby

M

y Grandma Edna was the dearest little person. She
was only about 4' 9" tall and she had a sweet round
face. Her hair was thin and gray and she always wore it
pulled back in a little bun with combs to help keep it in
place.
My grandma didn’t really have much in the way of eyebrows. One time, my younger cousin was watching her use
an eyebrow pencil. Suddenly, she popped up and said, “My
Mama don’t write on her face!” Grandma got so tickled
about that! She had a wonderful sense of humor and I can
still hear her contagious giggle. She was the sweetest “little
old-fashioned grandma” anyone could have.
My grandpa always seemed happy, too. He loved to sing,
whether he was working or taking us on a Sunday drive or a
picnic. He sang his silly little songs like “Fly in the Buttermilk, Shoo Fly Shoo” and “Cabbage Head” (which always
made me laugh), and, he loved to play the fiddle. Once, as a
child, he sold enough seed packets to win his very first fiddle.
He was also a fine poet. He wrote most of his poems in his
younger years and some of it was handed down to me.
Grandpa was a photographer and he took a lot of pictures. He had his own darkroom for developing them. He
had a talent for color-tinting black and white photos by
hand... his landscapes, especially, were very well-done. The
pictures that he took provided me with many memories. I
remember Grandma giving me a bath in the kitchen sink
when I was about four years old and quite tall. The picture
that Grandpa took was quite memorable and has provided
me with many fond memories whenever I look at it.
Grandma Edna was a good seamstress and a wonderful
cook. While she was cooking, she wore homemade cobbler’s
aprons that she sewed on her old treadle sewing machine.
She was the “cookie grandma,” too – we all called her
that because her cookie jar was always full of homemade
cookies. Many of us in the family have tried to figure out
how she made them, but we never found a recipe. They
were a yummy shortbread-type of cookie. She also made
really good Jello salads and delicious pies, and she always
gave us ice cream and fizzies, which were fruit-flavored
tablets that you dropped into a glass of water and watched
fizz as they dispersed the flavor and color.
The annual vegetable garden was an activity which
Grandpa looked forward to each Spring with much anticipation. After he tilled the soil with his tractor, the job of
planting and keeping it weeded was more difficult for him
than for most people. He had polio as a child which left him
with a crippled foot. In the freshly tilled soil, he would scoot
around on his bottom and knees tending it with care and
love. I was allowed to help him, but everyone knew that the
garden was his very own pride and joy.
I helped Grandma pick the big red luscious raspberries
that she grew. At harvest time, she and I sat with big bowls
in front of us, snapping peas and beans. Grandma made the
best new potatoes and creamed peas, fresh from the garden!
She also loved flowers. Pansies were her favorites and they
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brightened up her flowerbeds almost all year long.
Grandma frequently washed my pretty, almost-auburn,
hair and then curled it with rag strips. I would sit in front of
a warm electric heater until it was dry. Then, she would
comb it out and I felt so pretty!
She occasionally took me to a little country church that
used to be in Vaughn, near where they lived. She let me
play with her pretty gold and red ring during church. That
always made me feel so special. She always admired a neighbor lady who arrived at church all “fancied up” with hats
and long gloves. The woman “dressed to the hilt,” as
Grandma would say.
Grandma enjoyed going for Sunday drives to see new
scenery and to find out what was happening in and around
the area. She didn’t drive, but Grandpa took us. Grandpa
entertained us with his songs as he drove along the country
roads. Grandma always wore a scarf because she frequently
got earaches if the windows were down – and they were
frequently down on hot summer days. She loved to go on
picnics, too.
Grandma had her little quirks. If someone gave her a
new sweater, she would say, “Oh! It’s just too pretty to wear!”
and she would put it in her closet and continue wearing her
ratty old sweater. She lived in the country and she was a
country kind of gal.
There was a swing in the back yard that hung from a
tree where my cousins and I would swing for hours. We
also played in the hayloft of the barn. Many times, we went
out to the barn with Grandpa to help milk the cows and we
were rewarded with good, rich cream on our cereal the next
morning.
Grandma liked to read stories to me like Billy Goats
Gruff and Treasure Island. She allowed me to make messes
with homemade paste, macaroni, beads, beans, rice and
whatever I wanted to be creative with.
I always felt very happy and relaxed whenever I was
with my grandparents. I know now how really blessed I was
to have such special people in my life and their memories
will live with me forever.
Mary Libby, a new contributor, lives near Crow, Oregon.

Marj’s Diary

Light Play

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

The sun was brilliant.
She was standing, back to the sun,
With long flowing hair
Draped around her shoulders
Like a golden wreath.

July 3, 1952

I

t is said that nothing is good unless it is worked for; and
this certainly applies to gardening. I have been doing my
share of grouching about the weeds and the labor of keeping the garden.
Now I am beginning to reap the harvest from all this
back breaking labor. There are more dividends from the
garden than we credit. How satisfying to step into the vegetable patch and pick a nice crisp head of
lettuce, a bunch of non-wilted carrots, a
mess of garden fresh greens, and many
other wonderful home grown foods?
Have city folks visit and feed them
from your garden and you will surely hear
compliments. The store-bought vegetables
seem flat in comparison and somehow I
do not appreciate them once I have
sampled products from my garden.
How proud I am to cut flowers from
my garden? It is a pleasure to grow beauty
and to bring a sample of it into the home.
No garden is complete without its flowers
and its vegetables—there should be an
even balance; food and flowers.
A home surrounded by neatly kept
lawns, flower beds and vegetable garden is
a credit to the community. This need not be
large or showy; but enough to frame the
house with beauty of color and greenery.
A garden is like a house—it needs daily
care and if so done, will not become a
grudge nor a burden. The surplus I give to
my friends and everything that can be
canned or frozen is not wasted. So a garden pays dividends in food, in beauty, and
enjoyment.
************
A variety of greens in the garden is the
source of wonderful salads. Experimenting with combinations often gives birth to
some very tasty salads; and a source of vitamins to the diet. Mixtures of lettuce, spinach, onion greens, grated celery and carrots; with a little olive oil and lemon juice
is very tasty.

By Marjorie Hays
(Thanks, Helen Winbert and Haysel Pankey
for sharing the diary of Marjorie Hays!)

A gossamer bronze colored tunic
Floated around her in the breeze.
She took my breath away.
Often she comes to me in my dreams saying:
"Let Go and Live"
"Let Go and Love"
"Let Go and Just Be."
~ Gloria Wells
I live in Drain, Oregon and love small town living.
I'm 63 (64 in July). I was a closet poet until
about 3 years ago. I wrote seldom and hardly
let anyone read it. A friend convince me to take
more time with it. Now, I belong to two groups
and write often. It's fun!!

Shadow Ghost
In the fog of early dawn
A ghost of a shadow
Moves through the forest
Surveying His realm
Spring is here
Life is good
There is time for this
Rare moment of relaxation
As quick as
A wisp of smoke in the wind
The shadow ghost is gone
Leaving only a memory
Of the majesty that is the
Yellowstone Wolf
~ Herbie
Herbie Medlin is currently living and working in
Yellowstone National Park. He spotted his first
wolf and commemorated the event with this
poem.

We cannot hold a torch to light another's
path without brightening our own. ~ Ben
Sweetland
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Being Friends

What Night Has Brought
The lonely one has walked through, mournfully dragging
the dark.
The painter has rushed by, dabbing the sky with white
dots.
The runner has paced through, leaving sudden cracks
and movement on the forest floor.
The baby has crawled by, adding a hush to the night, and
a gurgle to the creek.
The pained survivor has stepped through, barely moving
at all, and bringing in the depth of cold.
The love struck couple has lingered on, sending bursts
of stardust to the sky.
The writer has come through, adding thoughts to the
wind, and legends to the stars.
The person who can see, but can’t talk, wisps by, leaving
silence with the night.
While the children prance by, leaving dew drops here
and there.
And the tears from your first loss fall, speaking a chant
of rain.
I have come through, watching and wondering at it all.
And soon I will leave.
That one bright silver star is where I left my soul.
All this makes night. All this makes life.
~ Bridgett Johnson-Elliott
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Johnson-Elliott.htm

If I asked and you said no,
What would you do? How would I know?
I like you because you make me smile –
How bubbly I feel after I see you, and I haven’t in
awhile.
Because when you speak, I want to listen.
Your mind is more important than just kissin’.
So when I ask, and you say no,
Don’t stop talking to me because,
Being friends is the best thing I know.
~ Alyksys Lename

Just Friends
To ask somebody’s hand in marriage,
Is a very brave thing to do.
It must take a lot of courage,
But really, that’s not new.
But if you like somebody,
And want to ask him on a date –
Friendship’s better than nobody,
So I don’t ask, and it’s too late.
I guess I do it every time.
A guy I respect is a guy I like.
I would pay sometimes – every dime,
But friendship’s better than his flight.
So that guy and I stay “just friends,”
And that has to be enough for me.
Who knows how it’ll turn out in the end.
I guess I have to wait and see.
~ Alyksys Lename
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/Lename.htm
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http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/DeAngeloNick.htm

Coming Home
She hears the whistle call her in
Like the harmonious sound of coming home
I hear the pounding steps get louder
as her hooves press harder into the ground
The smell of dirt and dust tickles my nose
a surrounding I know well
just rotten boards and baling twine
holding this life together
Her blaze is shining in the sun
My face lights up as it touches hers
The halter barely fits her now
But we are ready to fly once again

A Portrait of Friendship by Linsey Kau

~ Linsey Kau
Spring 2009
http://www.groundwaterspublishing.com/KauLinsey.htm

Tina Dworakowski’s photography class at Crow High School
learns not only about how to take pictures, but about developing
them in a darkroom and making prints, as well. This is 17-year
old Linsey Kau’s assignment for the “portrait” category and shows
two of her favorite subjects, Kayla Pinson and Kelsey Maddox.
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A Look Back in Time

Community News
New Veneta Writers Group

T

here is a new writers group in the Fern Ridge area! New
people are welcome to join. We meet the 2 nd and 4 th
Wednesday of the month, from 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm at the
Broadway Events Center (BEC) in Veneta. It will be a structured
group with writing exercises and reading. Critique and feedback
will be available from group members if it is requested.
Constructive criticism only!
There will be rotating responsibility for the meetings. If you
are the facilitator, it will be your responsibility to bring a prompt
for our writing exercise, and keep the meeting moving during
discussions and readings.
We will have a chair to coordinate communication. Members
need to come every time, whether you have written or not
(emergencies, illness and vacations excepted!). It shows a
commitment to the group, to your own writing and to the support
of the others in the group.
New people may join any time as long as they share the
commitment to the group as a whole. Contact Vicki at 337-7007
or just show up at a meeting.

Storytelling Weekend! August 21 & 22, 2009

A

ll programs will be held at the Broadway Events Center,
(BEC,) 5th & Broadway, Veneta
• Friday, August 21, 7:00 pm. Family Storytelling:
Professional Storytellers with family friendly stories.
• Saturday,August 22, 1:00 pm. Workshops: Learn from the
experts, Storytelling, acting, mask making.
• Saturday,August 22, 3:00 pm. Story Swap: Use what you
learned and tell your own story to a live audience.
• Saturday August 22, 5:00 pm. BBQ Dinner: Enjoy a BBQ
dinner while you compare notes.
• Saturday August 22, 7:00 pm. Adult Storytelling. Stories
with more mature themes will be told by professional storytellers.
Admission is by donation. You must register for the
workshops and they are limited in size. All proceeds from these
events go to the renovation of the Broadway Events Center.
Sponsored by Applegate Regional Theatre, Inc. (ART, Inc.)

2009 FRIENDfest - August 29, noon to 3:00 p.m. —
Fern Ridge Library

A

ctivities include: live entertainment, silent auction, ice
cream, drinks, book sale, balloon animals, games with
prizes,Name the new Friends’ library mascot, Vote for 2010
Community Programs, Help celebrate the 10th anniversary of
the expansion of the library into the new building -- It’s family
fun at the library!
Sponsored by the Friends of the Fern Ridge Library
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House being moved through the main street of Cottage Grove,
Oregon (population 2,473). Deposited over Sunday on
intersection of U.S. 99. Quiet, rainy afternoon. Photo by Dorothea
Lange, October 1939. (Library of Congress Archives)

Summer Lunch Program

P

lease remember to take advantage of the Free summer
Lunch Program, sponsored by Food for Lane County. Most
sites start June 15 through August 21, though Bethel,Veneta, and
Coastal sites start June 22. Call Food For Lane County at 3432822 for times, sites and more information. The program is for
all children and youth ages 2-18, regardless of income.

City of Veneta Recreation Guide

C

ontact the City of Veneta for a Summer 2009 Recreation
Guide. Inside are all the things the city and its affiliates offer
for summer fun.The calendar lists the Fern Ridge Library Summer
Reading Program (935-7512), the schedule for Camp Wilani,
including camps and swim lessons (541-342-6338) and the
Imagination Zone program (337-0887). Take advantage of the
opportunities Veneta has to offer for school-age children!

Lorane Old-Timer’s Picnic and Ice Cream Social

T

he Lorane Annual Picnic (formerly called the “Old-Timer’s
Picnic) will be held August 9, 2009 at the Lorane Grange.
The doors open at 10:30 a.m. for those who want to come early
to visit before lunch. The Potluck begins at 12:30 p.m. Bring a
main dish & salad or dessert, photos, annuals, memories and history to share.The Annual Lorane Ice Cream Social will be held
the same day and time at the Lorane Fire Hall. All are invited!

JOURNEY
If you like what you read, pass it on

